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FROM THE HEALTH INTERVIEW SURVEY
Thomas F. IXury, M.A., Division of Health Interview Statistics
INTRODUCTION
National statistics on acute iIInesses and in-
juries, disability days, and health care utilization
during 1975 are presented in this report for the
civilian noninstitutiona.Iized population of the
United States. These statistics are based on in-
formation collected during 1975 in a continuing
nationwide sample of households in the Health
Interview Survey (HIS). Estimates of per capita
and average out-of-pocket health costs borne by
the civiIian noninstitutionalized population dur-
ing 1974 are also shown. This latter supple-
mentary information on out-of-pocket heahh
costs incurred during 1974 was obtained by
means of a special survey taken with Health In-
terview Survey respondents during the first 3
months of 1975.
The detailed tables in this report contain
data for age and sex categories of the popula-
tion. Later reports WM present more detailed
analysis of similar data for other selected social,
economic, and demographic categories of the
population. The text tables present data for
1972 through 1975 to highlight recent trends in
some of the major summary heaIth indicators.
Other reports in this series describe these recent
trends in more detail, as well as longer-term
tiends.
This report is one of an annual series of re-
ports on current estimates based on data from
the Health Interview Survey published as Series
10 in Vital and Health Statistics. Other related
Series 10 reports are listed at the end of the
text.
HIGHLIGHTS FOR THE PERIOD
Acute Conditions
During 1975 an estimated 443.1 million
acute illnesses or injuries occurred among the
civilian noninstitutionalized population of the
United States (tables 1 and 2). The rate of212.0
acute conditions per 100 persons for 1975 was
substantially higher than the rates for 1973 and
1974, but Iower than the rate for 1972 (table
A). It wouId appear at first glance that, on the
average, U.S. civilians not confined to institu-
tions experienced considerably more acute con-
ditions in 1975 than in 1973 and 1974. There is
good reason to beIieve, however, that the lower
rates for 1973 and 1974 were largely due to a
slight modification in the data collection proce-
dure related to the use of a special supplement
on acute conditions.a The 1972 data point is
therefore a much firmer base for making short-
term trend comparisons with regard to the rela-
tive incidence of acute conditions. Further
inspection of the data in light of this method-
ologica.I caveat reveals that U.S. civilians not
confined to institutions experienced fewer acute
conditions, on the average, during 1975 than
they did 3 years eadier.
Comparison of the rates for major types of
acute conditions during 1972 and 1975 shows
that the overalI decline in the rate of acute con-
ditions mainly reflects a decrease in the rates for
acute upper respiratory conditions and influenza
over the 4-year period. During 1972 there were
an estimated 64.9 cases of upper respiratory iIl-
1
Table A. Incidence of acute conditions, associated disability days,
and persons injured: United States, 1972-75
Item
Acute conditons
All acute conditions ... . ... ... .
Infective and parasitic diseases .... .
Respiratory conditions ... .. .. .. .. ..... .
Upper respiratory conditions ..
Influenza .. .. .. ..... . ... .. ... . ..... . ... ...
Other respiratory conditions .. .
Digestive system conditions .. ... ....
injuries . .. .. .... . ... ..... . . .... .. .. .... .. . ..... .
All other acute conditions ... .. .. .... .
Days of disability associated
with acute conditions
Restricted activity days .. ..... .. . .... .
Bed days ...... . ... .... .. .. .... .. . .... .. .. .... .
Work-loss days (ages 17 and
over)l .. .. ... .. ... .. . ... ... .... . ... . .... ...
School-loss days (ages 6-16
years) . .. ... .. .. ..... . ... ... .. .. ..... . .. .. ..
Class of accident
All classes of accident .. . .. ... .
Moving motor vehicle .... ... .. .. .. .. ....
While at work ... ...... .. .. .. ... . ..... .. .. ...
Home ... .. ... .. .. .. . . ...... .. . .. .... . .... . .. .. .. .
Other ...... . .. . .... . . .... . .. ...... . . .... .. .. ... ..
EEEizEz
Number of acute conditions







































that the 1975 estimates of the number of in-
juries, as well as the number of persons injured,
may reflect an improvement in the accuracy of
injury reporting that was indirectly introduced
into our 1975 data collection procedures
through the inclusion of a special supplement on
accidents. For this reason, temporal comparisons
with respect to the relative incidence of injuries
using 1975 as one of the time points should be
interpreted with some caution.
During 1975 there were an estimated 34.4
persons injured per 100 population (table 10).
As in earlier years the rate of persons injured
was higher for maIes than for females and for
persons under 45 years of age than for older
persons. The total number of persons injured
,e.. &d the number of persons injured in home- acci-
100 persons per year
369.6 I 377.9 I 339.3 I 367.6
I I465.4 438.4 485.9 449.8
Number of persons injured
per 100 persons per year
31.5 29.1 I 28.5 34.4
2.3 1.9 2.1 2.5
3.9 4.4 4.5 4.7
11.8 11.0 10.3 14.9
14.5 13.0 12.7 13.6
1 For ~umently employed population.
ness and 50.0 cases of influenza per 100 persons.
During 1975, however, there were an estimated
59.3 and 46.7 cases of these respective condi-
tions per 100 persons.
In contrast to the overall decrease in the rate
of acute conditions between 1972 and 1975,
there was a slight increase in the rate of injuries
during this same time period-from 33.2 injuries
per 100 persons in 1972 to 36.4 in 1975. Ordi-
narily, an increase of this magnitude would be
viewed without hesitation as an indicator of a
slight upward trend in the incidence of injuries
during the time period under review. In this in-
stance, however, preliminary results of a concur-
rent analysis of these same injury data suggest
dents were higher ‘in 1975 ‘than at any other
time during the 1972-75 period. It is difficult,
however, to interpret what these numbers sig-
nify in the way of short-term trends. For reasons
indicated above, comparisons of the relative inci-
dence of persons injured in 1975 with that of
earIier years may be somewhat risky. Further
analyses being carried out for a special report on
injuries may ckwify at a later date the extent to
whxch the 1975 estimates of injuries and of per-
sons injured reflected an indirect improvement
in the measurement of injury phenomena. (For a
summary of the effect of earlier procedural
changes on the estimation and trend description
of persons injured, see Series 10, No. 105.)
Days of disability associated with acute iU-
nesses and injuries are important indicators of
the short-term impact of acute conditions. From
the standpoint of describing recent trends in
these indicators, it is fortunate that the estima-
tion of disability days associated with acute ill-
nesses and injuries was not confounded during
1973 and 1974 by the procedural changes that
lowered the estimates of acute conditions during
that time period. The 1975 measurements of dis-
ability days associated with acute conditions can
therefore be easily compared with similar meas-
urements for 1974.
During 1975 acute illnesses and injuries
caused an average of 9.6 days of restricted activ-
ity, an increase of 0.2 day over the previous
year, and 4.1 days in bed per person, a rate
about the same as that for 1974 (tables 3-6).
2
There was an increase in work-loss days among
the currently employed, from 3.4 days per per-
son in 1974 to 3.7 days per person in 1975
(table 8). The number of school-loss days per
child aged 6-16 during 1975 (4.5) was similar to
that for 1974 (table 7). Tables 11 and 12 show
that in 1975 about 3 days of restricted activity
per person were associated with injuries; and of
those 3 days, about 1 day was spent in bed.
Disability
TabIe B shows aggregate indicators of days
of disability and limitation of activity for 1972
through 1975. The concept of disability as used
in this report refers to any temporary or Iong-
term reduction of a person’s activity due to
acute or chronic conditions. Restricted activity,
bed disability, work-loss days, and schooI-loss
days are reported in the health interview in asso-
ciation with specific acute and chronic condi-
tions. Although it is possible for a particular day
of disability to be attributed to more than one
condition, the person-day measure, shown in
tables B and 16, counts each day of disability
only once, regardless of the number of condi-
tions causing disability on that day. A day of
restricted activity is one on which a person sub-
stantially reduces his normal activity for the
Table B. Days of disability and percent of total population with lim-
itation of activity: United States, 1972-75
I I I I
Type of disability day and
1972 1973 1974 1975extant of limitation
Type of disability day
Restricted activity days... .............
Bad dSyS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Work-loss days (ages 17 years and
over) 1 ............................... .. ....
8chool-loss days (ages6-16
years) ......................................
Days of disability per
parson per year
16.7 16.5 17.2 17.9
6.5 6.4 6.7 6.6
5.3 5.4 4.8 5.2
5.3 5.1 5.6 5.1
(due to chronic conditions) I
Extent of limitation I Percent of total
population
Limited in all activity ...................
Limited in major activity ........ .....








whole day because of an illness or injury. Each
day spent in bed for zdl or most of the day is
also counted as a day of restricted activity. Sim-
ilarIy each day Iost from work or school is a day
of restricted activity.
In 1975 there were an estimated 17.9 days
of restricted activity per person as a result of
chronic and acute illnesses or injuries (tabIe
B)–a somewhat higher rate than that for 1974.
The number of restricted activity days per per-
son per year ranged from about 11 days for chil-
dren under 17 years of age to 38 days for per-
sons 65 years and over (table 16). The average
number of bed days per person during 1975
(6.6) was similar to the rate for the previous 3
years (table B).
There were an estimated 433 mdlion days
lost from work because of ilhess or injury-5.2
days per currently employed person 17 years
and over. The number of days Iost from school
for chiIdren 6-16 years was 5.1 days per child
per year, a rate similar to those for earIier years.
Females generally report more restricted activ-
ity, bed-loss days, and work-loss days than males
do. Detailed data for person-days of disability
are shown in tabIes 16 and 17.
The concept of Iirnitation of activity as used
in this report refers to long-term reduction in
activity resuIting from chronic disease or impair-
ment. The measurement of this concept in the
HeaIth Interview Survey permits one to distin-
guish among (1) persons unable to carry on the
usual activity for their age-sex group, whether it
be working, keeping house, or going to school;
(2) persons restricted in the amount or kind of
usual activity; (3) persons restricted in other ac-
tivities such as civic, church, or recreational pur-
suits; and (4) persons without any of these activ-
ity restrictions.
During 1975 the proportion of the popula-
tion limited in their activities as a result of
chronic conditions was much Iarger than the
proportion 2 or 3 years eadier, but only slightly
Iarger than the proportion so limited in 1974.
Approximately 14.3 percent of the population
reported some degree of limitation in 1975,
compared with 14.1 percent in 1974. The de-
taiIed data in table 9 show that three-quarters of
those with limitation were limited in their major
activity (working, keeping house, or going to
3
school). About 4 percent of the persons under
17 years of age and about 47 percent of those
65 years and over reported some limitation of
activity as a result of one or more chronic condi-
tions (table 9). (For a more detailed analysis of
data on this topic, see Series 10, No. 96.)
Utilization of
Medical Services
Indicators of health services utilization as
measured in the Health Interview Survey from
1972 through 1975 are shown in table C.
Information is obtained in the Health Inter-
view Survey on the hospitalization experience of
each household member during the 12-month
period prior to interview. Two measures of hos-
pitalization are derived from this information–
hospital discharges and hospital episodes. Differ-
ences in estimating procedures for these two
measures are described in appendix I. Another
program of the National Center for Health Sta-
tistics-the Hospital Discharge Survey-collects
information on hospital discharges from hospital
records. Estimates from the Hospital Discharge
Survey, published in Series 13 of Vital and
Health Statistics, wiII be somewhat higher than
those presented here because of differences in
collection procedures, population sampled, and
definitions.
The estimated number of discharges from
short-stay hospitals per 100 population was the
same in 1975 as in 1974 (14.1). The rate of
hospital discharges for persons 65 years of age
and over (25.0) was over three times as high as
that for children under 17 (7.1). The average
length of stay per hospital discharge was 8.0
days, about the same as that for the earlier years
shown in table C. Children and young adults
under 25 years experienced hospital stays aver-
aging about 6 days while older persons had in-
creasingly longer stays as age increased, with
those 65 years and over averaging about 12 days.
Males experienced longer stays than females did
in each of the age groups shown in table 13
except under 17 years and 65 years and over. In
this oldest age group the length of stay was
slightly longer for females, and in the youngest
age group the length of stay was similar for
males and females.




Number of discharges per 100
persons per year ..... . ... .. ... . ..... . .
Average Iangth of stay in days .... . .
Percent of persons with 1 hos-
pital episode or more ..... .. . .... . .
Dental visits
Number per person per year ... . .. . ..
Percent of persons with visits in
past year .. .. .. .. . .... .. .. .... .. ..... . .. ..
Physician visits
Number per person per year .. .... . ..
Percent of persons with visits in


































Approximately 10.6 percent of the popula-
tion w& hospitz&zed at-least once during the
year preceding the interview. About 83 percent
of these persons had only one stay in a hospital
(table 14). These 1975 estimates are about the
same as those obtained in 1974. In 1975,, as in
1974, persons with one or more hospital epi-
sodes spent an average of 10 days in the hospi-
tal. Except among those 65 years and over, fe-
males averaged fewer days in the hospitall than
males did, with the biggest differences being in
the childbearing ages (tabIe 15).
There were an estimated 341 million dental
visits in 1975, or 1.6 visits per person. This rate
is similar to that for 1974. Overall, females con-
tinue to have slightly more dental visits per per-
son than males-1.7 visits and 1.5 visits per per-
son per year, respectively (table 18). Except
among persons 65 years and over, this slight sex
differential also occurs within each of the age
groups shown in table 18.
There has been a slight increase in the esti-
mates of the proportion of the population with
at least one annual dental visit in each year dur-
ing the 1972-75 period, the percent increasing
from 47.3 in 1972 to 50.3 in 1975. More de-
tailed information on the time interval since last
dental visit is shown in table 19. Detailed data
on dental visits can be found in the report en-
titled “Dental Visits: Volume and Interval Since
Last V’sit, United States, 1969” (Series 10,
Number 76).
During 1975 there were approximately 1 bil-
lion visits to medical doctors, exCIuding visits to
patients in the hospital-an average of 5.1 visits
per person. This is about the same rate of visits
as for the previous year. The number of visits
per person per year ranged from 4.2 visits for
children to 6.6 visits for persons 75 years and
over. For persons aged 17 through 64 years, fe-
males made more doctor visits than males did
(table 20). For other ages, the rates were similar
for both sexes.
Approximately 75 percent of the civilian
noninstitutionalized population saw a medical
doctor at least once during the 12 months pre-
ceding the interview. Detailed physician data are
shown in tables 20 and 21. More detailed infor-
mation on physician visits can be found in the
report entitled “Physician Visits: Volume and
Interval Since Last Visit, United States, 1971”
(Series 10, Number 97).
Seasonal Variation
Tables 22-24 present quarterly estimates of
acute conditions, persons injured, and disabfity
days. Figures 1-3 show these data for the past 6
years. Despite several exceptions, the quarterly
data shown in figures 1-3 for 1975 are essen-
tially similar to those shown for earlier years.
The most notable exception, however, occurs
with regard to persons injured. Overall, in each
quarter, and particularly in the second quarter,
the rate of persons injured was higher than at
any simik.r quarter during the 6-year period
shown. This was also the case for persons injured
in home accidents. Moreover, during the second
quarter the rate (4.8) of persons injured in home
accidents exceeded the quarterly rate of persons
injured in motor vehicles and other accidents
(4.6). The last time that occurred was in 1969
(data not shown, but see Series 10, No. 100,
figure 2).
For reasons previously indicated, the quar-
terly data for acute conditions during 1975
more closely resemble the 1972 data than those
for 1973 or 1974. Restricted activity days for
women were also higher during each quarter of
1975 than they had been during any similar time
period within the 6-year period shown.
CONTENTS OF THE
1975 QUESTIONNAIRE
Data on the incidence of acute conditions,
limitation of activity, persons injured, hospitali-
zation, disability days, dental visits, and physi-
cian visits are now coIIected annually in the
Health Interview Survey and are shown in this
publication. A list of pubI.ications containing de-
tailed data on these items for previous years is
shown at the end of the text of this publication.
Periodic reports update information on these
health topics and selected unpublished data are
also avadable upon request. Information on
chronic conditions resuIting in activity limita-
tions is collected in the survey each year.
The 1975 questionnaire contained several
topics not routinely collected each year in the
Health Interview Survey. These topics include
types of medication used by persons with diabe-
tes, health care coverage under Health Mainte-
nance Organizations and other prepaid health
plans, regular source of medical care, consumer-
product-related injuries, physical fitness, and
personal and famdy out-of-pocket health ex-
penditures. Preliminary data on personal out-of-
pocket health expenses are shown below. Data
relating to each of the other topics for which
information was collected in the Health Inter-
view Survey during 197!5 are at the time of thk




Tables D and E show advance estimates of
per capita and average out-of-pocket heahh
expenditures incurred during 1974 by U.S. civil-
ians not confined to institutions. During calen-
dar year 1974 the estimated per capita out-of-
pocket expenditure for health care (including
the cost of health insurance) was $233. The esti-
5
mated average out-of-pocket cost (again includ-
ing health insurance expenditures ) for persons
with some expense was $270. Not counting the
cost of health insurance, the per capita and aver-
age out-of-pocket costs for health care were, re-
spectively, $174 and .$226.
Per capita expenditures express costs for
each individual in the population, irrespective of
whether or not that person actually incurred any
out-of-pocket cost. Average expenditures ex-
press costs for the number of individuals in the
population who actually incurred an out-of-
pocket cost during the year. To the extent that
the number of persons incurring a specific cost is
only a small proportion of the population, as is
the case for out-of-pocket hospital costs, the dif-
ference between the estimates for per capita and
average costs for specific health expenditures
will be large (compare tables D and E).
The information shown in tables D and E
was obtained through a special survey of 110,018
households that participated in the Health Inter-
view Survey during the first quarter of 1975.
The survey was conducted by means of a self-ad-
ministered, madback questionnaire which the
interviewer Ieft with the respondent at the com-
pletion of the regular HIS interview. Two fol-
lowup mailings and a telephone followup were
used to stimulate response to the survey and to
assure accuracy of the information that was pro-
vided. The relative success of these followup
procedures is shown in table F in terms of the
percent of persons (included in the regular HIS
household survey) from whom usable informa-

















Hospital Doctor Dental Other
Per capita expanse in dollarsBoth sexes
All ages .. . .. .... . .. ... .. ... ..... . .. ..
Under 17 years . .. ... . .... ... .. .. .... .... ..
17-44 years . .... ... .... .. .. .... ... . .... . .... .
45-64 years .. .... . .. .... .. .. ... ... . .... .. .. ..
65 years and over ... .. .. .... . .. ... ... .. ..
Male
All ages... . .. ... .. .. ...... ... .. .. ... .
Under 17 years . ... .... . ... .... .. .. .... . .. .
17-44 years .. .. .. .. .. ..... . .. .... .. .. .. ... . ..
45-64 years .... ... .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .... .. .. .
65 years and over ... .. . ..... .. .. .... . ... .
Female
All ages ... .. .. .. ... . .... .. .. .... .. ...
Under 17 years .. ..... ... . ... .. . . .... .. ... .
17-44 years.., .... .. .... ... .. .... . . .... . ...<.
45-64 years.., .... ... ... . ... .... .. . ... .. ... ..
65 years and over ... .. .. ..... . .. .. .. .. ...


















































































































tion was obtained for the items shown in tabIes
D and E. Usable information in this context in-
cludes responses of “no expense” for a specific
item on the questionnaire, as well as those of a
dolkzr amount for the same item.
Estimates of per capita out-of-pocket health
expenditures shown in table D are based on per-
sons who provided usabIe information. The esti-
mates of average out-of-pocket health expendi-
tures shown in tabIe E are based on the smaller
number of persons who reported a dollar
amount. Estimates of per capita out-of-pocket
costs for al types of expenses (including’ and
excluding health insurance) are based on persons
who provided usabIe information to each of the
specific expense items. In table E, the estimates
for specific items are based on persons who re-
ported a dollar amount for the item. The esti-
mates of average out-of-pocket costs for all
types of expenses (including and excluding
health insurance) are based on persons who re-
ported dollar amounts for dl of the specific ex-
pense items shown in the table.
Current measurements of personal out-of-
pocket heahh expenses are subject to a number
of errors, including underreporting and bias due
to nonresponse. Information currently avaiIable
about the magnitude of these errors provides an
insufficient basis for adjusting the data to pro-
vide an estimate of the total dollar amount of
out-of-pocket health costs. For this reason, as in
earlier publications (see Series 10, No. 91), no
such estimate is provided here. The reader is re-
ferred to the many publications of the Social
Table E. Average out-of-pocket health expenses for persons with such expense, by type of expense, sex, and age: United States, 1974
Sex and age
Both sexes
All ages ..... .. .... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Under 17 years .. ... . ... .. .. ... .. .. .... .. . .
17-44 years .. . .... .. .. .. .... . .. ... .. .. ... .. . .
45-64 years ... ..... ... . .... . .. .... . .. .... .. ..
65 years and over . . .. .. .. ..... . .. ..... . . .
Male
All ages ... .. .. . .. ... .. .. .. . .. . .... .. .
Under 17 years ... ... . .. .... .. .. .... .. .. ...
17-44 years .. .. ... . .. ... .. . .... .. .. .... . . .. ..
45-64 years ... ..... . .. .. ... . ... .. .. ... .. ... ..
65 years and over .. . .. .. .. .... . . .. .. .. .. .
Female
All ages .. . ... .. .. .... .. . ... ... . .... . .
Under 17 years ... .. .. .. .... . .. ... .. . ..... .
17-44 years .... ... ... .... .. . .. .. .. ... .. . .... .
45-64 years . .. ... .. . .... .. .. ... .. . .... . . .....
65 years and over .. .. .. . .... . . .. .. .. .. ...
Al I types of
health expanses II Health expenses
Including Excluding Prescrip- Health
insurance insurance Hospital Doctor Dental tion Optical insurance Other
premiums premiums medicine premiums































2251 881 97 I 571 62
88 75 28 51
195 z 95 41 65
352 128 125 83 64
283 143 105 109 62
211 90 98 52 61
103 54 74 28 49
164 84 84 37 62






















































Security Administration for the best available
data on the aggregate total out-of-pocket costs
for health care. (See, for example, Marjorie
Smith Mueller and Robert M. Gibson, “National
Health Expenditures, Fiscal Year 1975,” Social
Security Bulletin, February 1976.)
Detailed information on the dollar amounts
of out-of-pocket health care costs for various
categories of the population is not currently
available, however, even from the Social Secu-
rity Administration. In the absence of such data,
estimates of out-of-pocket costs for age and sex
categories of the population (tables D and E) for
1974 and for other categories of the population
for earlier years (see Series 10, No. 91) fill an
important data need. A publication currently in
preparation will show these out-of-pocket cost
data for different time periods, as well as for se-’
Iected social, economic, and demographic cate-
gories of the population.
In January 1977, it should be noted, the Na-
tional Center for Health Statistics, in a joint ven-
ture with the National Center for Health Serv-
ices Research, launched a new survey that will
provide the data base for producing estimates of
the amount of money spent on visits to physi-
cians, dentists, hospitals, and other health care
providers; the amount spent for prescription
drugs; and the amount spent for episodes of ill-
ness. The study is based on a national probabil-
ity sample of the civilian noninstitutionalized
population and includes 11,500 households in
Table F. Percent of persons included in HIS households during the first quarter of 1975 for whom usablel information on out-of-pocket

















All ages .. .. ... . ..... . .. ... .. .. ... ... .
Under 17 years .. ... . ..... .. .. ... .. .. .... ..
17-44 years ... .. . ... . .. ...... .. . .. .. .. . ..... .
45-64 years ... .. . ..... . . ..... .. .. .... . .. .. .. .
65 years and over . .. ... .. .. ... ... .. . .... .
Male
All ages ... .... .. . ... .. ... ... .. . . .. ...
Under 17 years .. . ... . .... . ... .. .. .. . .. .. ..
17-44 years .. ... .. . ..... .. .. .. .. .. ..... .... ..
45-64 years .. ... .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .... .. ... ..
65 years and over ... .. .. ... ... .... .. .. ...
Female
All ages.. .. ..... ... ... .... ..... .. ....
Under 17 years .. .... .. . ... .... . ..... . .. ...
17-44 years .. .... . .. ... .. ... ... .. . ..... . ... ..
45-64 years .. .... . . ..... . .. . ... .. .. .... . .. ...










































































































1 IJsable information includes persons who reported “no expense” for an item as well as those who reported a dollar amount.
8
106 primary sampling units throughout the
United States. The households are being asked
to provide information on all illnesses, injuries,
and other health problems experienced in 1977,
on the health care received and expenses for this
care, and information concerning health insur-
ance coverage, drugs, and other hezdth reIated
items. The households are being contacted at
2-month intervals by personal interview or by
telephone. With the permission of the people
taking part in the survey, the researchers who
are fielding the survey will also talk to the physi-
cians, hospitals, and insurance companies to ob-
tain detailed estimates of family expenditures
for various types of medical care. Data collec-
tion is schedtied for completion by December
1978. Full results will begin to be released 6 to 8
months after data collection ends, but selected
data may be available earlier. Further informa-
tion about this survey may be obtained either
from the National Center for Health Statistics or
the National Center for Health Services Re-




Information from the Health Interview Sur-
vey presented in this report is based on data
colIected in a continuing nationwide survey con-
ducted by household interview. Each week a
probability sample of households is interviewed
by trained personneI of the U.S. Bureau of the
Census to obtain information about the health
and other characteristics of each member of the
household in the civilian noninstitutiondized
population of the United States. During the 52
weeks of 1975, the sample was composed of ap-
proximately 40,000 households containing
about 116,000 persons Iiving at the time of the
interview.
A description of the design of the survey,
the methods used in estimation, and general
qualifications of the data obtained from this sur-
vey is presented in appendix L Since the esti-
mates shown in this report are based on a sample
of the population, they are subject to sampling
error. Therefore, particular attention should be
paid to the section entitled “Reliability of Esti-
mates. ” Sampling errors for most of the esti-
mates are of relatively Iow magnitude. However,
where an estimated number or the numerator or
denominator of a rate or percentage is small, the
sampling error may be high. Charts of relative
sampling errors and instructions for their use are
shown in appendix L
Certain terms used in this report are defined
in appendix II. Some of the terms have specified
meanings for the purpose of the survey. For ex-
ample, estimates of the incidence of acute condi-
tions incIude, with certain exceptions, those
conditions which had started within 2 weeks and
which involved either medical attention or re-
stricted activity. The exceptions, listed in appen-
dix II, are certain conditions such as heart trou-
ble and diabetes which are always considered to
be chronic regardless of duration or onset.
Estimates of the number of disability days
associated with acute conditions are derived
from the number of days of disability experi-
enced during the 2-week period prior to the
week of interview and include all such days re-
ported even if the acute condition causing the
disability had its onset prior to the 2-week pe-
riod. Dkability days associated with acute condi-
tions are recorded on a condition basis. If an
individual reports more than one iIlness or injury
on the same day, the count of disability days
will exceed the actual number of days disabled,
i.e., person-days of disability.
Appendix III contains the questionnaire
used in the interview. Also shown are the cards








Persons Hospitalized by NTumber of Hospi-
tal Episodes and Days in a Year, United
States, 1968
Dental Visits: l~olume and Interval Since
Last Vkit, United States, 1969
Acute Conditions, Incidence and Associ-










Prevalence of Selected Chronic Digestive
Conditions, United States, July-December
1968
Prevalence of Selected Chronic Respiratory
Conditions, United States, 1970
Impairments Due to Injury, United States,
1971
Acute Conditions, Incidence and Associ-
ated Disability, United States, July
1971-June 1972
Disability Days, United States, 1971
Prevalence of Selected Chronic Skin and
Musculoskeletal Conditions, United States,
1969
Prevalence of Selected Chronic Circulatory
Conditions, United States, 1972
Current Estimates From the Health Inter-









Limitation of Activity and Mobility Due to
Chronic Conditions, United States, 1972
Physician Visits: Volume and Interval Since
Last Visit, United States, 1971
Acute Conditions, Incidence and Associ-
ated Disability, United States, 1972-7:3
Prevalence of Selected Impairments, United
States, 1971
Current Estimates From the Health Inter-
view Survey, United States, 1974
Acute Conditions, Incidence and Associ-
ated Disability, United States, July
1973-June 1974
Family Out-of-Pocket Health Expenses,
United States, 1970
Persons Iniured and Disability Days by De-




TABLE 1. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS, PERCENT DISTRIBUTION, ANO NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS
PER YEAR, BY CONOITION GROUP, ACCOROING TO SEX: UNITEO STATES, 1975
[Data are bmcd on ho.sch.kl intcmicws of tbe civilian, no”imtitutionAi.zcd population. The sm-+.y design, ge”wal quaMcations, and information on the reliabi!hy of the





SEXES II MALE I FEMALE BOTHSEXES I MALE I FEMALECONDITION GROUP
NUMBER OF ACUTE CON-
DITIONS PER 100
PER SONS PER YEAR
INCIOENCE OF ACUTE
CONDITIONS IN THOUSANDS
ALL ACUTF CONOITIONS----—--- 443,1191 238,19$ 100.0 212.0 203.2 220.1204,920 100.C1 100.0
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC 01 SEA SF S---
COWM!?N CHILOHOOO OISEASE S--—---
VIRUS, N .0 .S. --—-—--———----
oTI+ER INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC


















































INFL UEN ZA-—----————— --- —---
INFLUFNZA WITH DIGESTIVE








































































































11.2OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CON@ ITIONS——--
OENTAL C ONO I T 10N S--———-—--------
FuNCTIONAL AND SYMPTOMATIC UPPER
GASTROINTESTINAL OISOFDERS,
N . E .C .—-----———--—---——-
OTHER OIGESTIVE SYSTEM




































31.6INJUP I ES-—--——------— ---------
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS, SPRAINS,
AN O STRAIN S--—----—-—--—
FRACTUF ES ANO 01 SLflCATI ONS—-—
SPRA INS AND STRA IN S----------—
OPEN WOUNOS ANO LACERATIONS——-
CPNTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJUR I E S—--——------—-—-































































37.6ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOITIONS----—---
OISEASES OF THE EAP---——-—-—
HEAOAC HE S-—----------------—---
GEN I TOUR I NARY 01 SOROER S----—--—
DEL IVER IES ANO OISOROERS OF
PREGNANCY AND THE PUERPFRIUM——
01 SEASES nF THE SKI N—--—-----
































































-, . .. ..
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITI@NS--—---
NOTE: EXCLUOED FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INvOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR qEOICAL
ATTENTION.
N .cI. S.--NflT OTHER WISF SPECIFIFO; N. E. C.--NCT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED.
The approximate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found on page 41.
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TABLE 2. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS AND NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR . B’i AGE,
SFX, ANO CCINOITION GRCtJP: UNITEO STATES, 1975
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutionalizcd popuhtion. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reliability of
the estimates a= given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix 11]
UNOER 45
ALL 6 6-16 17-44 YEARS
AGFS YEARS YEARS YEARS c Ov EF
UNOER 45
ALL 6 6–16 17-44 YEARS
AGES YEARS YEARS YEARS Z OVER
NUMBER OF ACUTF CONDITIONS PER
SEX ANO CONOI TION GROUP
lNCIOFNCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS
IN THOUSANOSRnTH SEXES
ALL ACUTE CLINOITIONS-
100 PER SCINS PEP YEAP












































CON OIT ION S-----------
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CON O IT ION S-—--——-—--
IN JUR I ES-----------------
ALL OTHER 4CUTE



















































































































































































C17N0 I T KIN S----—-----—-
1 NJ UR I E S—-—-— --------
ALL OTHER ACUTE




O IS EAS ES----------------
RESPIRATORY CIINDITIONS--
UPPER RESPIRATORY
CON O I T ION S–--—-----–
































































NOTE : EXCLUOEO FROM THESE STATISTICS ARF ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVINC NEITHER RF STRICTEO ACTIVITY NOR VEOICAL
ATTENTION.
The approximate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found on page 41.
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TABLE 3. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATE WITH ACUTE CCINOITIONS ANO OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTTVITY PER 100
PERSONS PER YEAR, BY SEX 4N0 CONOITION GRCIUP: UN ITEO STATES, 1975
[Data rcbasedon householdintmviewsofthecivilian,noninstituiionafizcdpopulation.The surveydesign, gcneml qualifications, and informaimt on the reliability of the
estimates arc given in appendix 1.Definitionsoftcnm aregiveninappcncfix11]
CONllITIgN GROUP
ALL ACUTE CONf)ITIONS----
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC OI’SEASES——
COMMON CHILOHOOD OISEASES——-
VIRUS , N .0. S . --—----------—----
OTHER INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC





CONn IT ION S-—-——-———
IN FL UEN ZA—————-----———
INFLUENZA WITH OICESTIVE







OENTAL CONOI TIONS—— -----------
FUNCTION@.L AND SYMPTOMATIC UPPER
GASTROINTESTINAL OISORDERS,
N . E .C .-—------——————
CITHER DIGESTIVE SYSTEM





SPRA INS AND STRAIN S-———-—
OPEN WOUNDS ANO LACERATIONS——
CONTUSIONS AND SUPERFICIAL
I NJ UR I E S——— -—-—
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES—---—----
ALL LITHER ACUTE CONOITIONS—-—---
OISEASES OF THE EAR--------—
HE AO.ACHE S-—---———-—-—---
GENITflURINARY DISOROERS-——-—
DELIVERIES AND OISOP.DEF’S OF
PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERI UM—--
OISEASES nF THE SKI N——-———--
OISEASES OF THE MUSCULOSKELETAL
SYSTEM-----—----—-—— -------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS--—---
BOTH
SEXES MALE FEMALE












































































































SEXES II MALE I FEMALE
I I I
OAYS ~F RESTRICTED ACTIVITY









































































































NOTE : N. O. S.--NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIFO; N. E. C.--NOT ELSEWHERE CLA$SIFIFC3.
The approximate relative standard errora of the estimates shown in this table are found on page 42.
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TABLE 4. DAYS OF BEO DISABILITY ASSOCIATED wITH ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO DAYS OF BEO DISABILITY PEP 100 PERSONS
PER YEAR, BY SEX ANO C13NOITION GROUP: UNITED STATES, 1975
[Data are based on household interview of the civtlian, noninst,tuttonalizcd population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reliability of the
cstimatesaregivcn inappenJt xI. l)eFmitions oftcrms are:iven inappendix1Il
BnTH
SEXES M&LE FEMALE
OAYS OF 6E0 DISABILITY
PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR
BOTH
SEXES MALE FEMALE










































COMMON CHILDHOOO D! SE ASES--–—---
vIRus, N.o. s ---------------------
OTHER INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC









IN FL UE N 2A---------–––--- —-------
INFLUENZA WITH OIGESTIVE
MAN IF ESTATIONS ----------------
oTHER In fluenza— --------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS—---
PNEUMON I A--------------------–-




























































23.2OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CON@ ITIONS---—--–
DENTAL CONDITION S---–-----------–
FUNCTIONAL AND SYMPTOMATIC UPPER
GASTROINTESTINAL OISOROERS,
N .E .C ---------------------------
OTHFR OIGESTIVE SYSTFM












































OPEN wOUNDS ANO LACERATIONS--—–-
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
















































OISEASES nF THE EAR-–------–---–-
HEADACHE S---–--–-------–—–—--–-
GENITOURINARY 01 SOR13ERS–---—----
DEL IVFFIES AND OISORDERS OF
PREGNLNCY AND THE PUERPERIUM----
OISEASES PF THE SK I N-------------
DISEASES OF THE MUSCULCISKELETAL
SY STE M--––----–— ---------------



















NOTE: N. O. S.--NnT OTHERWISE SPECIFIED; N. E. C.-–NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED.
The approximate relative standard errors of the estimates ahown in this table are found on page 42.
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TABLE 5. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CflNDITIONS AND DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100
PER SflNS PER YEAR, F!Y AGE, SEX, AND CnNDITIGN GR!IUP: UNITED STATES, 1975
[Data X= bawd un hcwxlmld intmvicws Of the civilim, nuninstitutiurxdkd pqnd.dmn. The sumey design, w-mxd qualifications, md in fm’nmtirm m the reliability of the esti-
mates NC given in appendk 1. Ddiniticms of tcrm~ arc giwn in qptmdix 11]
II I I t
SEX AND CflNDITIflN GRCIUP
1 I I
UNDER 45
ALL 6 6–16 17-+4 YEARS
AGES YFAPS YEARS YFARS & OVER
UNDER 45
ALL 6 6-16 1 -I-44 YFAQS
AGES YEARS YEARS YFARS C CIVER
DSYS nF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY
PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR
961.1
BOTH SEXFS DAYS flF RESTFICTEO ACTIVITY IN THOUSANDS




























IN FFCTIVF ANP PARA51TIC
O I S EAS ES--------— ------
RFSPIRATflRY CIINOITIIJNS--
UPPER PESPIPATORY
CON O IT ION S-----------
IN FL u EN zA---—---------
OTHER RESPIRATORY
CON OIT ION S-----------
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM



















































































CON O IT InN S----—---——-
INJ UR I E S--—----—-–—--
ALL OTHER &CUTE















































































































ALL ACUTE CONDITICNS- .,159,228 071.4
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC
O I SEAS E S-—-- —---—----
RESPIRATllRY C13NOITIC)NS---
UPPER RESPIRATORY























































The approximate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found on page 42.
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TABLE 6. DAYS OF BED DISABILITY ASSOCIATED UITH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND DAYS OF BEO DISABILITY PER 100 PERSONS PER
YEAR, BY AGE, SEX, AND CONOITION GROUP: UNITED STATES, 1975
rData arc based on household interviews of the civilian. noninstitutionalizcd DomAtion. The survev desien. general aualitkations, and information on the reliibilitv of the esti-
SEX ANII CONDITION GROUP
BoTH SEXES
ALL ACUTE C9NOITIONS–




CONO IT ION S-----------
IN FL U FN ZA—-—----—--
OTHER RESPIRATORY
CON O IT ION S-----------
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CO NO I T ION S—--—----—--














CONO I T ION S--–--— -------
1 NJ UR I E S-----– -—--------
ALL OTHER ACUTE
CONO I T ION S---–------—--
FEMALE
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS-
IN FECTIVF ANO PARASITIC






CON D IT ION S---——----
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONO IT ION S--------------
1NJ UR I E S–-----------–—--
ALL OTHER ACUTE
CONO IT ION S---–----––—--
matcsam givcnin appcndlx i. Definitions oftcrm; =e&e{tiappekdix II]
UNOER 45
ALL 6 6–16 17-4.+ YEARS
AGFS YEARS YEARS YEARS & OVER

























































































































OAYS OF BED DISABILITY PER































































































































The approximate relative standard errors of the estimatea shown in this table are found on page 42.
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TABLE 7. DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND OAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL PER 100
CHILDREN (6-16 YEARS) PER YEAR, BY SEX ANO CONDITION GROUP: UNITED STATES, 1975
[Data arc based on household interviewsof the civiIian,noninstitutionafizedpopulation. The surveydesign,generalquaMcations, and information on
the reliability of the estimatesarc given in appendix I. Definitions of termsare givenin appcndk II]
CONDITION GROUP
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS --------------





OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS -------------
INJURIES-----——--—--——-—-—------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS--—-— ------
BOTH
SEXES MALE FEMALE






























SEXFS II MALE FEMALE
OAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL PER




























The approximate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found on
page 42.
TABLE B. DAYS LOST FROM WORK ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND DAYS LOST FROM WORK PER 100
CURRENTLY EMPLOYED PERSONS PER YEAR, BY AGE, SEX, AND CONDITION GROUP: UNITED STATES, 1975
[Data are based onhousel,old intewiews of thecivilian, noninstitutionaltized population. Tllesuwey design, general quahfications, andinformationon
the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix H]
SEX AND CONOITION GROUP
BOTH SEXES
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS -------------




OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIf3NS ---------
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS--— --------
INJURIES—---------------—–-—---——-
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS---—-----—-
MALE
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS -------------
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASES -------
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS -----------------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
INFLUENZA---—----—— ---------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS------—
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS ------------
INJURIES—----------— -----------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS---—-----—–
FEMALE
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS----------—-
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASZS -------
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS -----------------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
INFLUENZA-–---------—-----—-----—-
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONOITIONS——-— -----
INJURIES--—--—----------——---------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS -------------









































































































































































The approximate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found on
page 42.-”
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TABLE 9. NUMBER AND PERCENT DISTRIBUTICIN OF DERSCNS MITH LIMITATION OF ACTIVITY DUE TO CHRONIC CONDITIONS, BY DEGREE
OF LIMITATION ACCOROING TO SEX ANn AGE: UN ITEO STATES, 1975
[Data are based on household intewicw of the civilian, noni~stitutionalized population. The s.rvcy design,gencmlqualifications,andinfcnnmtionon thereliabilityof theestimates





















LIMITATIONSEX ANO AGE Limitation ACTIVITY
NUMISFR IN THOUSANOSBOTH SFXES PERCENT DISTRIBUTION
ALL AGE S-—--- 209.065 29.900 22,519 100.0 14.3 10.8 85.7
uWOER 17 YEAR S-—--
17-4.$ YEAR S--——---
45-64 YEARS----——-






































ALL AGE S-—-- 100,865 14,379 85.710.B
uNOER 17 YEAR S-—---
17-44 YEARS----—---
45-64 YEAR S----—--










































































UNDER 17 YEAR S-—--
17-44 YE AR S—--—---
45-64 YE AR S-——--
65 YEARS AND @VER---
NOTES: MAJOR ACTIVITY REFERS TO ABILITY TO WORK, KEEP HOUSE, OR ENGAGE IN SCHOOL OR PRESCHOOL ACTIVITIES.
FOR OFFICIAL POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR MORE GENERAL USE, SEE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS REPCIRTS ON THE CIVILIAN POPULATION
nF THE UN ITEO STATFS, IN CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS: SERIES P-20, P-25, ANO 9-60.
The approximate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found on pages 43 and 47.
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TABLE 10. NuMBER OF PERSONS INJUREO ANO NUMBER OF PERSONS INJUREO PER 100 PERSnNS PER YEAR, BY CLASS @F ACCIOENT,
SEX, ANO AGE: UNITEO STATES, 1975
[Data arc based on household intervicw$ 01 the civilian, noninstituticm.ilizcd population. Th. sumy design, general qualifications, and information on the reliability of the esti-




UNDER 6 YEAR S--—-------–-----—--––-–-----—---
6-16 YEAR S---------——----------— -------------
17-44 YEAR S------–---——-—------—---—-–—---
45-64 YE AR S----—--––—-----------—– ——------




6-16 YEAR S-----—--—— -------------------------
17-44 Years ----————---—-—-––--- ——--— ---
45-64 YEARS----—--------------------------—---
65 YEARS ANO OVER---------——-----—–-—--—––-
FEPALE
ALL AGE S-—-------------------------------
UNOER 6 YEARS--------——---— ------------------
6-16 YEAR S-——---—-——----------——----—---
17-44 YEAR S—-----—–-----— --------------------
45-64 YE AR S----—-––-—---------–-–----—-—--–
65 YEARS ANO OVER--–—–--------––----------—---
BoTH S+ XE S
ALL AGE S--—---—---—-–––-—--------—---
UNDER 6 YEAR S––——--——-—––----—---—-–—--–
6-16 YEAR S-------—––---------— ----------------
17-44 YE AD S----—---–—----------–---------—---
.45-64 YEA R S—----------–-- ——--–---------—---
65 YEAP S ANO OVER -------------------------------
MhLE
ALL AGE S–—-–--——-—---------------—---
UN OEP 6 YFA R S--——--—--— --------------------
6-16 YEAR S-———-------—-------------—--—---
17-44 YEAR S----—----—---— -–------––-—-—---
45- .s4 YEAR S--——----—-------—–––-–------—---
65 YEARS AN O 13VER---— --------------------------
FEMALE
ALL AGE S---—-----–-----------–--—––—---
UNO ER 6 YEAR S----–––---–--—--—--------–--—---
6– 16 YEA R S–------— -----------------------------
17-44 YEAR S-----–—------–—--—------—-–-—---
45-64 YEAR S-------—–— -------------------------
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2.5 2.0 4.7 14.9 13.6
1 I I I
* * . . . 31.0 16.0
1.6 * . . . 16.9 23.6
3.7 3.4 9.4 12.1 13.2
1.6 1.5 4.4 11.4 7.0
* * * 14.3 5.7
2.8 2.1 7.5 13.9 16.6
* * . . . 33.0 17.5
* * . . . 18.1 32.0
4.1 3.5 15.7 10.7 15.6
* * 6.1 8.5 6.7
* * * 9.5 *
2.1 1.9 2.1 15.8 10.8
* * . . . 29.0 14.5
* * . . . 15.6 15.0
3.3 3.2 3.4 13.5 11.0
* * 2.9 13.9 7.3
* * * 17.7 6.4
NOTE : FXCLUDED FPOM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR MEOICAL ATTEN-
TION. THF SUM OF OATA FOR THE FOUR CLASSES OF ACCIOENTS MAY BE GREATER THAN THE TOTAL BECAUSE THF CLASSES ARE NOT
MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE.
The approximate relative stsndard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found on page 41.
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TABLE Il. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY 4SSOCI ATEO WITH 1NJuR% AND DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100 PE!l SgNS PER
YEAR, BY CLASS OF ACCIOEW, SEX, AND AGE: UN ITEO STATES, 1975
[Data am bawd.. household i.kwicws of the civilian, n.ni.xtit.tionalizcd population. Th. sum+. design, g.mmal q.dificati..s, and information.. th.rdiabHity of k C+







II I I I I






















6-16 YEAR S-----—----—---—-——-* ---—---—-——
17-44 YEARS— —-_ —_ —_______
43-64 YEAR S--—————-——-———--







65 YEARS ANO OVER—-———————-——
FENALE
ALL AGES-———-——-—----——---
UNOER 6 YEAR S——-——————-—————
6-16 YEARS———---———— ——-— —---
17-k4 YEAR S— ——_— ——-—-—-—
43-64 YEARS————-—-——————














































































OAys OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100 PERSONS PER YEARBoTH SEXES











65 YEARS AND OVER—-———-—-——--—-—---
MALE
ALL AGES— —_ —-—______
UNDEQ 6 YFAFIS—————-—--
6-16 YEAR*—— ——— —____
17-44 YEAR S—--——————-—————
45-64 YEAR S—————-————
65 YEARS ANO OVER— —- ——_— ——— ----
FEMALE
ALL AGE S---—— ——-—— ______
UNOER 6 YEARS—————————-———
6-16 YEAR S--——-————— .—-—-——
17-44 YEAR S--——-——-——— ——.——
45-64 YEARS--——--————- ——-— ___

































































NoTES: INCLLIJES OISABI LITY DAYS ASSDCIATEO t41TH CURRENT INJURIES ANO IMPAIRMENTS DUE TO INJURY.
THE SUM OF OATA FOP THE FOUR CLASSES OF ACCIOEN7S MAY RS GPF4TF,9 TtJfiA1 TW TPT\L
MIIWALLY EXCLUSIVE.
RFCAIJSF THE cLAssEs ARE ~oT
The approximate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in thiB table are found m p6ge 42.
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TABLE 12. DAYS OF BED DI SABILITY ASSOCIATE WITH INJURY ANO OhYS OF BEO DISABILITY PER 100 PERSONS PEfI YEAR, BY
CLASS OF ACCIDENT, SEX, AND AGE: UN ITEO STATES, 1975
[Data arc based on bousehcdd interviews of the civlian, noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reliability of the esti-




UNOER 6 YEAR S—------—---—--— ----------------
6-16 YEAR S-----—-----------------–--------—---
17-44 YE hR S------------------—----–--—---—---
45-64 YE AD S--—---—-–- —--—-—------— -------
65 YEARS ANO OVER-— ----------------------------
MALE
ALL AGE s-—---—––-----------—------—-—
UNDER 6 YEAR S--—----—---— --------------------
6-16 YEAR S—------------——--—------—---—---
17-44 YEARS—--—-—-— ---- —------ —--—---
45-64 YE AR S-------------------------------------
65 YEARS AND nVER-—----——-------—------—---
FEMALE
ALL AGE S-------—------— -----------------
UNOER 6 YEAP S--------—---— --------------------
6-16 YEAR S—-----------—----—----------—---
17-44 YE AR S------------- —-----------------—---
45-64 YEAR S---- —–—--–—----—---–---—--—---
65 YEARS ANO OVER—–-——-—---------——--—---
BOTH SEXES
ALL AGE S--------–-------------- —----—---
UNOER 6 YEh RS------–---–——--———------—---
6-16 YEAR S-----------—-------------------—---
17-44 YEAR S—--—-----–---- ——---–-–------— ---
45-64 YEAR S---–-------–----–--— ----------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER -------------------------------
MALE
ALL AGE S--------–-----—-------------—---
UN PER 6 YEAR S-------------------------—---—---
6-16 YEAR S––-----—--——--------––-–--—-–—---
17-44 YEA R S—––——------—---–--–-–------—---
45-64 YE ARS-------------------------------------
65 YEARS AND OVER----—----—-----–----—-------
FEMALE
ALL AGE S------------------––---------—---
UNOER 6 YEAR S--—--— —---—-----–---------—---
6-16 YEA R S-—----------—----—--—-------—---
17-44 YEAR S-------------------------------------
45-64 YEAR S-------------— —--------------------
65 YEARS AND OVER--—––—-—--—–-—---— -------
—
CLASS OF ACCIOENT


































































DAYS OF BEO DISABILITY PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR
89.6 16.1 13.6 17. ? 27.8 34.2
* * * . . . !4 *
35.5 * * . . . * 19.6
82.3 21.7 18.7 19.8 15.2
143.6
32.2
23.0 21.4 38.1 33.9 54.5
175.5 * * * 109.7 53.0
84.5 17.3 13.2 22.9 18.2 ?,4.3
* * * . . . * *
39.5 * * . . . * *
93.8 28.3 2?.2 30.1
127.0
* 36.0
* * 49.1 * 53.3
117.4 * * * 63.2 *
94.2 14.9 13.9 12.1 36.6 34.0
* * * . . . * *
31.3 * * . . . * *
71.5 15.6 14.4 *
15B.8
19.0 28.6
33.4 33.3 2B. O 44.8 55.6
216.2 * * * 142.3 bl.7
NOTES: INCLUOES DISABILITY OAYS ASSOCIATE WITH CURRENT INJURIES ANO IMPAIRMENTS OUF TO INJURY.
THE SUM OF OATA FOR THE FOUR CLASSFS CIF ACCIDENTS MAY BE GREATFR THAN THE TOTAL BECAUSE THE CLASSES
MIJTIJALLY EXCLUSIVE.
ARE NOT
The approximate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found on page 42.
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TABLE 13. NUMBER OF DISCHARGES FROM SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS, NUMBER OF DISCHARGES PER 100 PERSONS PER
YEAR, NUMBER W HOSPITAL OAY.S, AND AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY, BY SEX ANO &GE: UNITED STATES, BASED
ON OATA COLLECTEO IN HEALTH INTERVIEWS IN 1975
[Data am based on houscbold interviews of the civilian, noninstitutionaliaed population. Tbe survey desii, general qualifications, and information on

































































































NOTE : THESE STATISTICS ARE BASEO ON OATA CCILLECTED IN HOUSEHOLO HEALTH INTEPWEUS. THEY WILL
DIFFER FROM THOSE REPORTED BY THE NCHS’S HOSPITAL DISCHARGE SURVEY AND OTHER STUDIES 8ECAUSE OF
DIFFERENCES IN THE POPULATION COVERED, THE SOURCES OF DATA, ANO TYPES OF I-?JSPITALS INCLUDEO, E.G.,
OATA IN THIS REPORT INCLUDE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION ANO OTHER FEDERAL HOSPITALS, BUT EXCLUDE PER-
SONS WHO OIEO IN THE HfKiPITAL, ANO PERSONS WITH STAYS @F LESS THAN ONE OAY.
The approximate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found on page
43.
23
TABLE 14. NUMBER AND PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONS WITH SHORT-STAY HOSPITAL EPISODES OURING THE PAST YEAR
BY NUMBER OF EPISODES, ACCORDING TO SEX ANO AGE:
VIEWS IN 1975
UNITED STATES. BASED ON OATA CC!LLECTEO IN HEALTH INTER-
[Data arc bawd on household interviews of the civilian, .oninstitutionalii.d population. Tb. S.rveY design, general qualifications, and information on the reliability of








45-64 YE 4U S-----—---
65 YEARS AND OVER----
MALE
ALL AGE S-—---





65 YEARS ANO 13VEP----
FFMALE
ALL AGEs-—---
UNOER 17 YEAR S--—---
17–24 YEAR S——-—---
25-34 YE AR S----—----
.33-44 YEAR S— --------
4!5-64 YE AR S----- —---
65 YEARS ANO nVER----




























































































































































































































NOTE: FOR OFFICIAL POPULATION FSTIMATES FOR MORE GENERAL USE, SEE B~ EAU flF THE CENSUS REPORTS ON THE
CIVILIAN 00 PULATION OF T14F UNITFl? ST ATFS, I N CURF?ENT POPULATION REPORTS: SERIES P-ZO, P-25, ANo P-60.
The approximate relative standard errors of
47.
the estimates shown in this table are found on pages 44 and
24
TABLE 15. NUMBER OF SHORT-STAY HOSPITAL DAYS WRING THE PAST YEAR AND NUMBER OF DAYS PER PERSON
WITH ONE HOSPITAL EPISOOE OR MORE, BY NUMBER OF EPISODES, SEX, AND AGE: UNITED STATES, BASED
ON DATA COLLECTEO IN HEALTH INTERVIEWS IN 1975
[Data are based on household interviewsof the civiIian,noninstitutiomdizedpopulation. The surveydesign,generalqualifications, and information on
the reliability of the estimatesare givenin appendix I. De~mitionsof termsare givenin appendix 11]
SEX AND AGE
NUMBER OF HOSPITAL EPISODES
ALL
;PISOOES 1 2 3+
ALL
EPISODES EEE
BOTH SEXES HOSPITAL O!4YS IN THOUSANOS JAYS PER PERSON WITH EPISOOES

























































































































































































The approximate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found on
page 44.
25
TABLE 16. DAYS OF DISABILITY AND DAYS OF DISABILITY PER PERSUN PER YEARs BY SEX AND AGE: UNITECI
STATES, 1975
[Data me based on hrmschold interviews of the civilian, noninstitutionalized population. The surveydesign, general qualifications, and inforrustion on








65 YEAPS AND OVER----———-—----—------—--
MALE
ALL AGES---—---------------—-—--------






















17-24 YEARS--- --—-——------—---— -------- --
25-44 YEARS--—--——---------—-----—----—--
45-64 YEARS-—----—-—---—---—-----——--












DAYS OF DISABIJ-ITY IN THOUSANDS












1,574,130 S46, 363 245,786
344,587 133,596 . . .
149,043 50,489 42,719
327,691 109,699 1031405




































































NOTE: WORK Lfl$$ REPORTED FOR CURRENTLY EMPLOYEO PERSONS AGEO 17 YEARS AND OVER.
The approximate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found on page 42.
28
TABLE 17. DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL AND DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL PER CHILO 6-16 YEARS OF AGE PER YEAR?
BY SEX: UNITED ST ATESt 1975
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutionafized population. The survey design, general quafifkations, and information on
the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II]
AGE BOTH SEXES $.lALE FEMALE
OAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL IN THC)USANDS
ALL AGES- 6-16 YEARS--—----——-------—-- 217,10211 102,500 i 114,601
NUMBER OF SCHOOL-LOSS OAYS PER CHILO PER YEAR
ALL AGES- 6-16 YEARS—---— ------------------ 5.1 II 4.8 I 5*5
The approximate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found on
page 42.
TABLE 18. NUMBER OF DENTAL VISITS AND NUMBER OF OENTAL VISITS PER PERSON PER YEAR, BY AGE AND
SEX : UNITED STATES, 1975
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutiomlized popdation. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on
the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix ff]
SEX
ALL UNDER 17-24 25-44 45-64 65 YEARS







NUMBER OF OENTAL VISITS IN THOUSANOS
3~
NUMBER OF DENTAL VISITS PER PERSON PER YEAR
The approximate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found on
page 45.
27
TABLF 19. NUMBER AND PERCENT DiStribUting OF PERSONS BY TIME INTERVAL SINCE LAST DENTAL VISIT ACCORDING TO
SEX ANO AGE: UNITED STATES, 1975
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstit.tionalkd population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information OB the reliability of
the estimates are given in appendix 1. Definitions of terms are given i“ appmdix II]
TIVE INTERVAL SINCE LAST OENTAL VISIT








65 YEARS ANO OVER---—-------—---
MALF
ALL AGE S-—---–—---—–-----–




65 YFAFS AND OVEP—--——–— ------
FEMALE
ALL AGE S-------——-—--—----




65 YEARS ANO nVER-------–-—--—–—
PoPULATION I UNDER 6 6-11 1 2-4 5 YEARSMONTHS MONTHS YEAR YEARS ANo ‘VER NEVER UNKNOWN
NUMBER OF PERSONS IN THouSANOS
















































































































80TH SEXES PERCENT O ISTR IEUTION
ALL AGE S–—----—–-–---–---–-



























































































65 YEAP S ANO fever---—---— --------
MALE
ALL AGE S-—---–——-— -------
UIW)ER 17 YEAR S–—----— ------------
17-24 YFAP s--––—----d-—-------–––
25-44 YEAR S------–-----——-—----
45-64 YEAR S---------- —-----------–
65 YEARS ANO OVER----—-——-—----
FEMALE
ALL AGE S--–-—-—–---------––
UN OFR 17 YEAR S-—–---— ------------
17-24 YF &R S--— —------—-—-—----
25-44 YE tiR S—---–---------—-----–-
45-64 YF AP S---- —--——----–--—---


























NIYTE: FflR OFFICIAL POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR MORE GENERAL USE, SEE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS REPORTS ON THE
CIVILIAN POPULATION OF THE UNITEO STATES, IN CURPENT POPULATION REPORTS: SERIES P-20, P-25, ANO P-60.
The approximate relative standard errora of the estimtes shown in this table are found On page 45.
28
TABLE 20. NUMBER flF PHYSICIAN VISITS AND NUMBER OF PHYSICIAN VTSITS PER PERSON PER YEAR, BY AGE
AND SEX: UNITED STATES, 1975
[Data w-c based on household intcmicws of the ckilian, nonbrstitutionalized population. The survey design, gene=d qualifications, and information on
the reliability of the estimates arc given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II]
II I [ I I t
SEX
MJMBER OF PHYSICIAN VISITS IN THOUSANDS
ALL UNDER 17-24 25-44 45-64 65-74 75 YEARS










I 263,1961 144,5831 265,0381 242,6181 89,171
I I I I
141,261 50,350 90,630
121,935 94,233 174,408
NUMBER OF PHYSICIAN VISITS PEQ







5.6 I 6.6 I 6.6
1 4.3 4.5 3.4 3.6 4.7 6.3 6.5
5.7 4.0 6.0 6.4 6.5 6.8 6.7
The approximate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found on page
45.
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TABLE 21. NuMBER AND PERCENT DISTRIBUTION DF PERSONS BY TIME INTERVAL SINCE LAST PHYSICIAN VISIT ACCORDING
TO SFX AND AGE: UNITED STATES, 1975
[Data are ba~d on hous.hdd intcrvi.ws of the civilian, noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qu&,fications, and i“fcmnation cm the reliability of









UNDER 17 YEAR S------–—---— -------
17-24 YEAR S----—--—-— -----------
25-44 YEAR S------------------------
45-64 YE AP S-----— ------— ---------
65 YEARS AN O 0 VER—--—-----------–
~
AL!. AGE s-------—---—-—---
UNOER 17 YEAR S-—----—---—--—---
17-24 YEAR S----— ------------------
25-44 YF AD S----—----—---—-—----
45-64 YEAR S------------—- —-----—
65 YEARS AND OVER ------------------
FEMALE
ALL AGE S–—–-––--—----—---
UNn ER 17 YEAQ S--–----— ------------
17-24 YEAR S–--–----——---—-—---
25-44 YEAR S-–––--–––-—---—– —---
45-64 YF AR S-– ——----—–--—--—---
65 YEARS AN O nVE R—--—---—--—-–-






















































































































































PFRCENT OISTR 18 UT IONBOTH SEXES














































25-44 YF AR S--–--— -----------------
45-64 YEAR S---–---- —--------—----
65 YEARS ANO OVER-–--—-------—---
MdLF—
ALL AGE S–—----— ------------
UNOER 17 YEAR S-—----— ------------
17-24 YFAR S----— ------------------
25-44 YEAR S–----— -----------------
45-64 YEAR S-----–--–---–------—––-
65 YE AP S AND OVFR----—–––—--—---
=
ALL AGE S-–—---—––-----—---
(JNDEP 17 YEAR S––----–——-—--—---
17-24 YEAR S----–-----—---—--—--
25-44 Y EAR S---–------------–----—-
45-64 YFAR S---–-–---- —------—---






















































NOTE : ~OR OFFICIAL POPIJLATION ESTIMATES FOR MORE GENERAL USE, SEE BuREAU OF THE CENSUS REPORTS ON THE





































The approximate relative standard errora of the eatimatea shown in this table are found or. page 45.
30
TABLE 22. INCIDENCE OF ALL ACUTE COlOITIONS ANO ACU7E RESPIRATORY CDNOITIONS Pm 100 PERSONS PER OUARTEP , SY SFX ANO AGE:
UNITED STATES, 1975
[Data arc based on household intcr+iewa of the civil% noninstitutionafizcd populad.n. The s.r.’cy design, general q.a!ifiations, and infommdon on the reliability of the estimates am given
i. appuufix I. Deti”itions of terms me given in appendix U]
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS ACUTE RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS
SEX ANO AGE
JAN.-MAR. APR.-JUNE JULY-SEPT . OCT.-OK. JAN.-MAR. APR. -JUflE JULY-SEPT. OCT. -OEC .
SDTH SEXES, ALL AGES———-
F
68.8
UNDER 6 YEAR S———-——— 119.5
6-16 YEAR S-——-————— 92.5
17-44 YEAR S---- —— 66.3
45 YEARS ANO OVER—-—-—— 40.7
MALE, ALL AGES——— 65.6
UNOER 6 YEARS-———— 12T. o
6-16 YEAR S———— 90.6
IT-44 YEARS-——— —— 5T.O
45 YEARS ANO OVER—-——— 37.5
FEMALE, ALL hGES—— 71.8
UMOER 6 YEARS-——- — 111.5
6-16 YEAR S——————— 9+.5
17-++ YEAR S--—-———— 75.0
45 YEARS AND OVER——-—— 43.4
NJMBER OF CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER QUARTER















65.2 16.7 15.3 34.2
79.8 28.6 33.7 71.6
62.9 21.5 16.4 42.8
42.3 16.7 16.8 33.9
26.6 9.9 7.2 17.8
42.7 16.1 14.0 33.5
I 1 ,
85.7 29.5 33.3 79.4
37.5 19.1 13.7 40.6
36.7 16.4 15.4 30.7
25.0 8.8 5.7 16.8
NOTF: EXCLUL_IEO FROM THESE STATISTICS APE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RES7RICTE0 ACTIVITY NOR MEOICAL ATTENTION.
The approximate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found on page 41.
t -1
10 I I 1111,11,,1,111,11,1,11 1,11 !11,1,, I I 1, 111, 1, ! 1,,1,,1,,1,,1, ,1, ,1,,1,,
JAN APR JUL OCT JAN APR JUL OCT JAN APR JUL OCT JAN AFR JUL OCT JAN APR JUL OCT JAN APR JUL OCT JAh
1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975
Flsum 1. Incldoncsof 811uuta conditions and ads aspiratory wndltk.m por 1w paons pm quarw
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TABLE 23. NUMBER OF PERSONS INJURED PER 100 PERSONS PER QUARTER, BY SEX AND AGE: u~!~TFD sTATFs, 1975
[Data are based on household interviewsof the civilian, noninstituticmalimd population. The surveydesign, general qualifications, and information on the ..li
ability of the estimates are given i“ app.e”<~ix 1. Dcfhiticms of terms are given in appcdix II]
SEX AND AGE JAN.-MAR. APR.-JUNE JULY- SEPT. OCT. -DEC.
NUMBER OF PERSONS INJUR EO PER 100 PERSONS PER QUARTER
BOTH SEXES, ALL AGES-------— --------- 7.4 10.4 8.9 7.7
UNDER 17 YEARS-—------–------—---––--—-–– 9.3 14.3 11.7 8.1
17 YEARS ANO OVER-–---——---—–--— -------- 6.6 8.8 7.7 7.6
MALE, ALL AGES----------------–------– 8.6 11.2 11.2 8.1
UNOER 17 YEAR S--—--------— ---------------- 11.4 15.5 16.1 9.0
17 YEARS AND OVER----—-----—--------—--- 7.3 9.2 9.0 7.7
FEMALE, ALL AGES----— ---------------- 6.3 9.7 6.7 7.4
UNDER 17 YEAR S-—----—––-—-----— --------- 7.3 13.1 7.1 7.2
17 YEARS AND OVER----—----–-—--–-––— ----- 5.9 8.3 6.5 7.4
NOTE: ExcLuoEo FROM THE5E sTATIsTIc5 ARE ALL cONOITIONs INVOLVING NEITHER REs7RIcTE0 AC71V17Y NOR
MEOICAL ATTENTION.
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0.7 I I 1111, [1111,,11,1,,1,11,11 , ,11,1,11,11111111,,11,1, ,11 ,1,11,,11,1,,1,,
JAN APB JUL OCT JAN APR JUL OCT JAN APR JUL OCT JAN APR JUL OCT JAN APR JUL OCT JAN APR JUL OCT JAN
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Figure 2. Persons in] ured per ICO persons per qwter, by class of accident.
TABLE 24. DAYS OF DISABILITY PER PERSON PER QuARTER, 8Y SEX, TYPE OF DISABILITY, ANO AGF: UNITELI STATFS, 1975
[Data arc bawd on hou$chold intcwicw of the civilian, noninsiitutimdizcd pop. fation. Thc survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reliability of the estimates arc xivcn in m-
TYPE OF DISABILITY AND AGE
DAYS OF RESTP ICTE13 ACTIVITY, ALL AGES—--
UNDER 6 YEAR S--————————--—-—-
6-16 YEARS—-——————-————————
17-44 YEAR S—-————---—-—--
45-64 Y EAR S-----—-————-————-
65 YEARS AND rWER———————-—
DAYS OF BED DISABILITY, ALL AGES——-----
UNOER 6 YEARS--——-———-—-—-——
6-16 YEAR S—-——-——-—————
17-44 Y EARS-—— —_ —_-_ —_______
45-64 YE ARS——-—————-—
65 YEARS AND OVER-——-——-—-——
DAYS LOST FROM WORK, 17 YEARS AND OVEIL---
17-4=i Y EARS——————--—-———--
45-64 YEA RS-—————----—-———--
6S YEARS ANO OVER--———-----——--——
OAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL, 6-16 YEARS--—-
pcndix L Ddinitiom of terms arc given in appendix II]
-.
BOTH SEXES MALE FEMALE
JAN. - APR. - JULY- OCT. - JAN .-
MAR.
APR.- JUY- OCT.- JAN.- APR.- JULY- lJcT.-
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TABLE 25. POPULATION USED IN COMPUTING ANhLIAL RATES SHOWN IN THIS PUBLICATION? BY SEX ANO AGE:
UNITEO STATES, 1975
[I)aw are based on household interviews of the civilian, mminstitutiomlized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on










45 YEARS AND OVER--—-----——----——----—---
45-64 YEARS---—---—— -----------------------
65 YEARS AND OVER-------—-------------—---




45 YEARS ANO OVER------—--------------—--—---
45-64 YEARS---—---——-—----------—------
65 YEARS ANO OVER--—-—----—-——--—--—---

















































NOTE: FOR OFFICIAL POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR MORE GENFRAL USE, SEE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS REPORTS
ON THE CIVILIAN POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES, IN CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS: SERIES P-20, P-25,
ANO P-60: AND 9UREAU OF LAROR STATISTICS Mf.?NTHLY REDORT, EMPLOYMENT ANP FAPNINGS.




TECHNICAL NOTES ON METHODS
Background of This Report
This report is one of a series of statistical
reports prepared by the National Center for
Health Statistics (NCHS). It is based on infor-
mation collected in a continuing nationwide
sample of households in the Health Interview
Survey (HIS).
The Health Interview Survey utiIizes a
questionnaire which obtains information on per-
sonal and demographic characteristics, illnesses,
injuries, impairments, chronic conditions, and
other health topics. As data relating to each of
these various broad topics are tabulated and
analyzed, separate reports are issued which cover
one or more of the specific topics.
The population covered by the sample for
the Health Interview Survey is the civilian, non-
institutionalized population of the United States
living at the time of the interview. The sample
does not include members of the Armed Forces
or U.S. nationals living in foreign countries. It
should also be noted that the estimates shown
do not represent a complete measure of any
given topic during the specified calendar period
since data are not coIIected in the interview for
persons who died during the reference period.
For many types of statistics collected in the sur-
vey, the reference period covers the 2 weeks
prior to the interview week. For such a short
period, the contribution by decedents to a total
inventory of conditions or services shouId be
very small. However, the contribution by de-
cedents during a long reference period (e.g., 1
year) might be sizable, especia.lIy for older
persons.
Statistical Design of the
Health Interview Survey
General plan.–The sampling plan of the
survey follows a multistage probability design
which permits a continuous sampling of the
civiIian, noninstitutionaIized population of the
United States. The sample is designed in such a
way that the sample of households interviewed
each week is representative of the target popula-
tion and that weeldy samples are additive over
time. This feature of the design permits both
continuous measurement of characteristics of
samples and more detailed analysis of less com-
mon characteristics and smaller categories of
health-related items. The continuous collection
has administrative and operational advantages as
well as technical assets since it permits fieldwork
to be handled with an experienced, stabIe staff.
The overall sample was designed so that
tabulations can be provided for each of the four
major geographic regions and for urban and rural
sectors of the United States.
The first stage of the sample design consists
of drawing a sample of 376 primary sampling
units (PSU’5) from approximately 1,900 geo-
graphically defined PSU’S. A PSU consists of a
county, a small group of contiguous counties, or
a standard metropolitan statistical area. The
PSU’S collectively cover the 50 States and the
District of Columbia.
With no loss in general understanding, the
remaining stages can be combined and treated in
this discussion as an ultimate stage. Within
PSU’S, then, uItimate stage units called segments
are defined in such a manner that each segment
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contains an expected six households. Three gen-
eral types of segments are used.
Area segments which are defined geographically.
List segments, using 1970 census registers as the
frame.
Permit segments, using updated lists of building
permits issued in sample PSU’S since 1970.
Census address listings were used for all areas of
the country where addresses were well defined
and could be used to locate housing units. In
general the list frame included the larger urban
areas of the United States from which about
two-thirds of the HIS sample was selected.
The usual HIS sample consists of approxi-
mately 12,000 segments containing 51,000 as-
signed households, of which 9,000 were vacant,
demolished, or occupied by persons not in the
scope of the survey. The 42,000 eligible occu-
pied households yield a probability sample of
about 116,000 persons in 40,000 interviewed
households in a year.
Descriptive material on data collection,
field procedures, and questionnaire development
in the HIS has been published 1 as well as a de-
tailed description of the sample design2 and a
report on the estimation procedure and the
method used to calculate sampling errors of esti-
mates derived from the survey.~
Collection of data. –Fie1d operations for
the survey are performed by the U.S. Bureau of
the Census under specifications established by
I Nation~ Center for Health Statistics: Health
survey procedure: concep~s, questionnaire development,
and definitions in the Health Interview Survey. Vital and
Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No. 1000-Series l-No. 2.
Public Health Service. Washington. U.S. Government
Printing Office, May 1964.
2 U.S. National Health Survey: The statistical de-
sign of the health household interview survey. Health
Statistics. PHS Pwb. No. 584-A2. Public Health Service.
Washin on, D.C., July 1958.
PNational Center for Health Statistics: Esti-
mation and sampling variance in the Health Interview
Survey. Vital and Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No.
1000-Series 2-No. 38. Public Health Service. Washington.
U.S. Government Printing Office, June 1970.
the National Center for Health Statistics. In ac-
cordance with these specifications the Bureau of
the Census participates in survey planning, se-
lects the sample, and conducts the field interv-
iewing as an agent of NCHS. The data are
coded, edited, and tabulated by NCHS.
Estimating procedures. –Since the design of
the HIS is a complex multistage probability
sample, it is necessary to use complex pro-
cedures in the derivation of estimates. Four








Inflation by the reciprocal of the probability
of se/ection.—The probability of selection is
the product of the probabilities of selection
from each step of selection in the design
(PSU, segment, and household).
Nonresponse adjustment.–The estimates are
inflated by a multiplication factor which has
as its numerator the number of sample house-
holds in a given segment and as its denominat-
or the number of households interviewed in
that segment.
Firs t-s t age ratio adjustment. –Sampling
theory indicates that the use of auxiliary in-
formation which is highly correlated with the
variables being estimated improves the re-
liability of the estimates. To reduce the vari-
abiIit y between PSU’S within a region, the
estimates are ratio adjusted to the 1970
populations within 12 color-residence classes.
Poststratification by age-sex-color.–The esti-
mates are ratio adjusted within each of 60
age-sex-color cells to an independent estimate
of the population of each cell for the survey
period. These independent estimates are pre-
pared by the Bureau of the Census. Both the
first-stage and poststratified ratio adjust-
ments take the form of multiplication factors
applied to the weight of each elementary unit
(person, household, condition, and
hospitalization).
The effect of the ratio-estimating process is
make the sample more closely representative
the civilian, noninstitutiordized population
age, sex, color, and residence, which thereby
redu;es sampfing variance.
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As noted, each week’s sample represents
the population living during that week and char-
acteristics of the population. Consolidation of
samples over a time period, e.g., a calendar
quarter, produces estimates of average character-
istics of the U.S. population for the calendar
quarter. Similarly, population data for a year are
averages of the four quarterly figures.
For prevalence statistics, such as number of
persons with speech impairments or number of
persons classified by time interval since last
physician visit, figures are first calculated for
each calendar quarter by averaging estimates for
all weeks of interviewing in the quarter. Prev-
alence data for a year are then obtained by
averaging the four quarterly f@.mes.
For other types of statistics–namely those
measuring the number of occurrences during a
specified time period-such as incidence of acute
conditions, number of disability days, or num-
ber of visits to a doctor or dentist, a similar
computational procedure is used, but the statis-
tics are interpreted differently. For these items,
the questionnaire asks for the respondent’s ex-
perience over the 2 calendar weeks prior to the
week of interview. In such instances the esti-
mated quarterly total for the statistic is 6.5
times the average 2-week estimate produced by
the 13 successive samples taken during the
period. The annual total is the sum of the four
quarters. Thus the experience of persons inter-
viewed dun.ng a year—experience which actually
occurred for each person in a 2-calendar-week
interval prior to week of interview-is treated as
though it measured the total of such experience
during the year. Such interpretation leads to no
significant bias.
Explanation of hospital recalL-The survey
questionnaire uses a 12-month-recaIl period for
hospitalizations. That is, the respondent is asked
to report hospitalizations which occurred during
the 12 months prior to the week of interview.
Information is also obtained as to the date of
entry into the hospital and duration of stay.
AnaIysis of this information, and also the results
of special studies, has shown that there is an
increase in underreporting of hospitalizations
with increase in time interval between the dis-
charge and the interview. Exclusive of the hospi-
tal experience of decedents, the net underreport-
ing with a 12-month recall is in the neighbor-
hood of 10 percent, but underreporting of dis-
charges within 6 months of the week of iriter-
view is estimated to’ be less than 5 percent. For
this reason hospital discharge data in this report
are based on hospital discharges reported to have
occurred within 6 months of the week of inter-
view. Since the interviews were evenly distrib-
uted according to weekly probability samples
throughout any interviewing year, no seasonal
bias was introduced by doubling the 6-month-
recall data to produce an annual estimate for
that year of interviewing. Doubling the 6-month
data in effect imputes to the entire year preced-
ing the interview the rate of hospital discharges
actually observed during the 6 months prior to
interview. However, estimates of the number of
persons with hospital episodes (as opposed to
estimates of the number of hospital discharges)
are based on 12-month recall data since a per-
son’s 12-month experiences cannot be obtained
by doubling his most recent 6-month
experience.
General Qualifications
Nonresponse. –Data were adjusted for non-
response by a procedure which imputes to per-
sons in a household which was not interviewed
the characteristics of persons in households in
the same segment which were interviewed. The
total noninterview rate was about 3.1 percent–
1.5 percent was refusal, and the remainder was
primarily due to the failure to find an eligible
respondent at home after repeated calls.
The interview process. –The statistics pre-
sented in this report are based on replies ob-
tained in interviews with persons in the sample
households. Each person 19 years of age and
over present at the time of interview was inter-
viewed individually. For children and for adults
not present in the home at the time of the inter-
view, the information was obtained from a re-
Iated household member such as a spouse or the
mother of a child.
There are Imitations to the accuracy of
diagnostic and other information collected in
household interviews. For diagnostic infor-
mation, the household respondent can usually
pass on to the interviewer only the information
the physician has given to the family. For condi-
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tions not medically attended, diagnostic infor-
mation is often no more than a description of
symptoms. However, other facts, such as the
number of disability days caused by the condi-
tion, can be obtained more accurately from
household members than from any other source
since only the persons concerned are in a posi-
tion to report this information.
Rounding of numbers.–The original tabula-
tions on which the data in this report are based
show all estimates to the nearest whole unit. All
consolidations were made from the originzd
tabulations using the estimates to the nearest
unit. In the final published tables, the figures are
rounded to the nearest thousand, although these
are not necessarily accurate to that detail. De-
vised statistics such as rates and percent distri-
butions are computed after the estimates on
which these are based have been rounded to the
nearest thousand.
Population figures. -Some of the published
tables include population figures for specified
categories. Except for certain overall totals by
age, sex, and color, which are adjusted to in-
dependent estimates, these figures are based on
the sample of households in the HIS. These are
given primarily to provide denominators for rate
computation, and for this purpose are more ap-
propriate for use with the accompanying meas-
ures of health characteristics than other popula-
tion data that may be available. With the excep-
tion of the overall totals by age, sex, and color
mentioned above, the population figures differ
from figures (which are derived from different
sources) published in reports of the Bureau of
the Census. Official population estimates are
presented in Bureau of the Census reports in
Series P-20, P-25, and P-60.
Reliability of Estimates
Since the statistics presented in this report
are based on a sample, they will differ somewhat
from the figures that would have been obtained
if a complete census had been taken using the
same schedules, instructions, and interviewing
personnel and procedures.
As in any survey, the results are also sub-
ject to reporting and processing errors and errors
due to nonresponse. To the extent possible,
these types of errors were kept to a minimum by
methods built into survey procedures.4 Alt;hough
it is very difficult to measure the extent of bias
in the Health Interview Survey, a number of
studies have been conducted to study this prob-
lem. The results have been published in several
reports.5-8
The standard error is primarily a measure
of sampling variability, that is, the variations
that might occur by cl-tance because only a
sample of the population is surveyed. As calcu-
lated for this report, the standard error also re-
flects part of the variation which arises in the
measurement process. It does not include esti-
mates of any biases which might be in the data.
The chances are about 68 out of 100 that an
estimate from the sample would differ from a
complete census by less than the standard error.
The chances are about 95 out of 100 that the
difference would be less than twice the standard
error and about 99 out of 100 that it would be
less than 2% times as large.
The relative standard error of an estimate is
obtained by dividing the standard error of the
estimate by the estimate itself and is expressed
4 National Center for Health Statistics: Quality
control and measurement of nonsampling error in the
Health Interview Survey. Vital and Health Statistics. Se-
ries 2-No. 54. DHEW Pub. No. (HSM) 73-1328. Health
Services and Mental Health Administration. Washington.
U.S. Government Printing Office, Mar. 1973.
5National Center for HeaIth statistics: He,~th in.
terview responses compared with medical records. Vital
and Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No. 1000 -Series 2-No. 7.
Public Health Service. Washington. U.S. Government
Printing Office, July 1965.
6National Center for Health Statistics: Compari-
son of hospitalization reporting in three survey proce-
dures. Vital and Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No.
1000-Series 2-No. 8. Public Health Service. Washkgton.
U.S. Government Printing Office, July 1965.
7National Center for Health Statistics: Interview
data on chronic conditions compared with information
derived from medical records. Vital and Health
Statistics. PHS Pub. No. 1000-Series 2--No. 23. Public
Health Service. Washington. U.S. Government Printing
Office, May 1967.
8 National Center for Health Statistics: The influ-
ence of interviewer and respondent psychological and
behavioral variables on the reporting in household inter-
views. Vital and Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No.
1000-Series 2-No. 26. Public Health Service. Washington.
U.S. Government Printing Office, Mar. 1968,
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as a percentage of the estimate. For this report,
asterisks are shown for any ceil with more than a
30-percent relative standard error. Included in
this appendix are charts from which the relative
standard errors can be determined for estimates
shown in the report. In order to derive relative
errors which would be applicable to a wide vari-
ety of health statistics and which could be pre-
pared at a moderate cost, a number of approxi-
mations were required. As a result, the charts
provide an estimate of the approximate relative
standard error rather than the precise error for
any specific aggregate or percentage.
Three classes of statistics for the health sur-
vey are identified for purposes of estimating
variances.
Narrow rarzge.-This class consists of (1) sta-
tistics which “estimate a population attribute,
e.g., the number of persons in a particular in-
come group, and (2) statistics for which the
measure for a single individual during the refer-
ence period used in data collection is usually
either O or 1 or on occasion may take on the
value $?-orvery rarely 3.
Medium range.–This class consists of other sta-
tistics for which the measure for a single indi-
vidual during the reference period used in data
collection will rarely lie outside the range O to 5.
Wide range. –This class consists of statistics for
which the measure for a single individual during
the reference period used in data collection can
range from O to a number in excess of 5, e.g.,
the number of days of bed disability.
In addition to classifying variables accord-
ing to whether they are narrow-, medium-, or
wide-range, statistics in the survey axe further
classified as to whether they are based on a ref-
erence period of 2 weeks, 6 months, or 12
months.
General rules for determining relative stand-
ard errors. —The following rules will enable the
reader to determine approximate relative stand-
ard errors from the charts for estimates pre-
sented in this report. These charts represent new
and better approximations of the relative stand-
ard errors of HIS data. They should be used in
preference to the charts which have appeared in
all previous Series 10 publications.
Rule 1. Estimates of ag~egates: Approximate
relative standard errors for estimates of
aggregates such as the number of per-
sons with a given characteristic are ob-
tain e d from appropriate curves on
page . The number of persons in
the total U.S. population or in an age-
sex-color class of the total population is
adjusted to officizd Bureau of the Cen-
sus figures and is not subject to sam-
pling error.
Rule 2. Estimates of percentages in a percent
distn”butiorz: Relative standard errors
for percentages in a percent distribution
of a total are obtained from appropriate
curves on page . For values which
do not fall on one of the curves pre-
sented in the chart, visual interpolation
will provide a satisfactory approxima-
tion.
Rule 3. Estimates of rates where the numerator
k a, subclass of the denominator: This
rule applies for prevalence rates or
where a unit of the numerator occurs,
with few exceptions, only once in the
year for any one unit in the denomi-
nator. For example, in computing the
rate of visuaI impairments per 1,000
population, the numerator consisting of
persons with the impairment is a sub-
class of the denominator, which in-
cludes ali persons in the population.
Such rates if converted to rates per 100
may be treated as though they were per-
centages and the relative standard errors
obtained from the percentage chart for
population estimates. Rates per 1,000,
or on any other base, must first be con-
verted to rates per 100; then the per-
centage chart will provide the relative
standard error per 100.
Rule 4. Estimates of rates where the numerator
is not a subclass of the denominator:
This rule applies where a unit of the
numerator often occurs more than once
for any one unit in the denominator.
For example, in the computation of the
number of persons injured per 100 cur-
rently employed persons per year, it is
possible that a person in the denomi-
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nator could have sustained more than
one of the injuries included in the nu-
merator. Approximate relative standard
errors for rates of this kind may be
computed as follows:
(a) Where the denominator is the total
U.S. population or includes all per-
sons in one or more of the age-sex-
color groups of the total popu-
lation, the relative error of the rate
is equivalent to the relative error of
the numerator, which can be ob-
tained directly from th,e appro-
priate chart.
(b) In other cases the relative standard
error of the numerator and of the
denominator can be obtained from
the appropriate curve. Square each
of these relative errors, add the re-
sulting values, and extract the
square root of the sum. This pro-
c e dure will result in an upper
bound & the standard error and of-
ten will overstate the error.
Rule 5. Estimates of difference between two
statistics (mean, rate, totaz, etc.): The
standard error of a difference is approx-
imately the square root of the sum of
the squares of each standard error con-
sidered separately. A formula for the
standard error of a difference,
d= X1–.l’2
1s
ad = J xl J’xl ) 2+ (X* J’X2 )*
where X1 is the estimate for class 1, X2
is the estimate for class 2, and VX~ and
v~* are the relative errors of Xl and
X2 respectively. This formula will
represent the actual standard error quite
accurately for the difference between
separate and uncorrelated character-
istics although it is only a rough approx-
imation in most other cases. The rela-
tive standard error of each ,~st}rnate
involved in such a difference can b’e de-
termined by one of the four rules
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SIZE OF ESTIMATE (IN THOUSANDS)
I’This curve represents estimates of relative standard errors based on 1 to 4 quarters of data
collection for narrow range estimates of aggregates using a 2-week reference period.
Exmnple of use of chart: An estimate of 1,000,000 acute respiratory conditions (on scale at bottom of chart) has a relative
A standard error of 23 percent (read from scale at left side of chart), or a standard error of 230,000 (23 percent of 1,000,000).
RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS FOR DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY OR BED
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1These ~-e~ represent estimates of relative standard errors based on 8 quarters of data
collection for wide range estimates of aggregates using a 2-week reference period.
Example of use of chart: An estimate of 10,000,000 days of restricted activity (on scale at bottom of chart) has a reiative standard
error of 16.7 percent (read from Curve A on sczdeat left side of chart). or a standard error of 1,670,000 (16.7 percent of 10,000,000).
RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS FOR NUMBER OF SHORT-STAY HOSPITAL DAYS (A);
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1The curvesrelated to short-stay hospital days and discharges are based on 4 quarters of data collection for wide snd narrow range estimates of aggregates
using a 6-month reference period; the curve for population characteristics is based on 4 quarters of data collection for narrow range estimates of aggregates.
Example of use of chart: An estimate of 10,000,000 hospital days (on scale at bottom of chart) has a relative standard error of
10.2 percent (read from curve A on scale at left side of ch&), or a sthdard error of 1,020,000 (1’0,2 percent of 10,000,000). An
estimate of 1,000,000 discharges from short-stay hospitals (curve B) has a relative standard error of 7.4 percent. An estimate of































RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS FOR SHORT-STAY HOSPITAL DAYS BASED ON A
IWVIONTI+ REFERENCE PERIOD (A), AND POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS U’)l
.1
A 23 4.56789A 23 4 56789A 23 456789A 23 4 56789A 23 4 56789A
10 100 1,000 10,000 100,000 1,000,000
SIZE OF ESTIMATE (IN THOUSANDS)
lThe ~uwe~elat~dto hospitaldaysis basedon4 qu~tersof data collection for wide range estimates Of
aggregates using a 12-month reference period; the curve for population characteristics is based on 4
quarters of data collection for narrow range estimates of aggregates.
Exam@e of use of chart: An estimate of 10,000,000 days of hospitalization in the past year (on scale at bottom of chart) has a
relative standard error of 7.8 percent (read from curve A on sc~e at left ‘side of chart), or a standard error of 780,000 (7.8 percent of
10,000,000). An estimates of 1,000,000 persons with 1 or more hospital episodes (curve P) has a relative standard error of 5.7 percent.
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KtLA i lvt s IANDARD ERRORS FOR NUMBER OF PHYSICIAN OR DENTAL VISITS BASED
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1,000,000
visits is based on 1 to 4 quarters of data collection for medium range estimates of agmegates usirm a 2-week1~he curve related to physician or dental
reference period; the curve for population characteristics is b-&d on 4 quarters of data collection for n~ow range estimate of aggregates.
.- - .
Example of use of chart: A-I estimate of 10,000,000 dental visits (on scale at bottom of chart) has a relative standard error of 9.2
percent (read from curve A on scale at left side of chart), or a standard error of 920,000 (9.2 percent of 10,000,000). An estimate of
















RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF PERCENTAGES OF
ACUTE CONDITIONS OR PERSONS INJURED1
(Base of percentage shown on curves in millions)
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ESTIMATED PERCENTAGE
lThese cu~es represent estimates of relative standard errors of percentages of acute conditions or
persons injured based on 1 to 4 quarters of data collection for narrow range data using a2-week
reference period.
Example of use of chart: An estimate of 20 percent (on scale at bottom of chart) based on an
estimate of 10,000,000 has a relative standard error of 14.5 percent (read from the scale at the left
side of chart), the point at which the curve for a base of 10,000,000 intersects the vertical line for 20
percent. The standard error in percentage points is equal to 20 percent X 14.5 percent; or 2.9
percentage points.
RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF PERCENTAGES OF
POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS’
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%hese curves represent estimates of relative standard errors of percentages of population
characteristics based on 4 quarters of data collection for narrow range estimates.
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of chart),the point at which the curve for a base of 10 jOOO,OOO”intersectsthe verticalinefor 20




DEFINITIONS OF CERTAIN TERMS IN THIS REPORT
Terms Relating to Conditions
Co ndition.–A morbidity condition, or
simply a condition, is any entry on the question-
naire which describes a departure from a state of
physical or mental well-being. It results from a
positive response to one of a series of “medical-
disability impact” or “illness-recall” questions.
In the coding and tabulating process conditions
are selected or classified according to a number
~of different criteria such as whether they were
medically attended, whether they resulted in dis-
ability, or whether they were acute or chronic;
or according to the type of disease, injury, im-
pairment, or symptom reported. For the pur-
poses of each published report or set of tables,
only those conditions recorded on the question-
naire which satisfy certain stated criteria are
included.
Conditions except impairments are clas-
sified by type according to the Eighth Revision
International Classification of Diseases, Adapted
for Use in the United States,g with certain
modifications adopted to make the code more
suitable for a household interview survey.
Acute condition.–An acute condition is de-
fined as a condition which has lasted less than 3
months and which has involved either medical
attention or restricted activity. Because of the
procedures used to estimate incidence, the acute
conditions included in this report are the condi-
9 Nation~ center for Health Statistics: Eighth
Revision International Classification of Diseases,
Adapted for Use in the United States. PHS Pub. No.
1693. Public Health Service. Washington. U.S. Gover-
nmentPrinting Office, 1967.
tions which had their onset dufing the 2 weeks
prior to the interview week and which involved
either medical attention or restricted activity
during the 2-week period. However, excluded
are the following condhions which are always
classified as chronic even though the onset oc-
curred within 3 months prior to week of
interview:
Allergy, any





Condition present since birth
Deafness or serious trouble with hearing
Diabetes
Epilepsy








Missing fingers, hand, or arm-toes, foot, or leg
Palsy
Paralysis of any kind
Permanent stiffness or deformity of the foot, leg,
fingers, arm, or back
Prostate trouble
Repeated trouble with back or spine
Rheumatic fever
Seriou_s trouble with seeing, even when wearing
glasses
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Thyroid trouble or goiter
Tuberculosis
Tumor, cyst, or growth
Varicose veins, trouble with
Acute condition groups. -In this report all
tables which have data classified by type of con-
Cond<tion GroufJ
Infective and parasitic diseases . . . . . . . . . .
Common childhood diseases . . . . . . . . . .
Vtrus not otherwise specified . . . . . . . . . .
Other infective and parasitic diseases . . . . . . . .
Respiratory conditions . . . . . . , . . . . . .
Upper respiratory conditions . . . . . . . , . .
Common cold . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other upper respiratory conditions . . . . . . .
Influenza . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Influenza with digestive menifastations . . . . . .
Other influenza . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other respiratory conditions . . . . . . . . . .
Pneumonia . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bronchitis . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other respiratory conditions . . . . . . . . .
Digestive system conditions . . . . . . . . . . .
Dental conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Functional and symptomatic upper gastrointestinal disorders
not elsewhere classifiable . . . . . . . . . .
Other digestive system conditions . . . . . . . .
Injuries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fractures, dislocations, sprains, and strains . . . . . .
Fractures and dislocations . . . . . . . . . .
Sprains andstrains . . . . . . . . . . . .
Open wounds and lacerations . . . . . . . . . .
Contusions and superficial injuries . . . . . . . .
Other current injuries . . . . . . . . . . . .
All other acute conditions . . . . . . . . . . . .
Diseases of theear . . , . . . . . . . . . .
Headaches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Genitourinary disorders . . . . . . . . . . .
Deliveries and disorders of pregnancy and the puarperium . .
Diseases of theskin . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Diseases of the musculoskeletal system . . . . . . .
All other acute conditions . . . . . . . . . . .
dition employ a 5-category regrouping plus sev-
eral selected subgroups. The condition groups
and the International Classification code num-
bers included in each category are shown in
figure I.
Chronic condition.–A condition is consid-
ered chronic if (1) the condition is described by
the respondent as having been first noticed more
than 3 months before the week of the interview
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sified as chronic regardless of the onset (see list
under the definition of acute condition).
Zm@imnent.-Impairments are chronic or
permanent defects, usually static in nature, re-
sultiqg from disease, injury, or congenital mal-
formation. They represent decrease or loss of
ability to perform various functions, particularly
those of the musculoskeletal system and the
sense organs. All impairments are classified by
means of a special supplementary code for im-
pairments. Hence code numbers for impairments
in the International Classification of Diseases are
not used. In the Supplementary Code, impair-
ments are grouped according to type of func-
tional impairment and etiology. The impairment
classification is shown in Vital and Health Statis-
tics, Series 10, No. 48.
Incidence of conditions.-The incidence of
conditions is the estimated number of condl-
tions having their onset in a specified time pe-
riod. As previously mentioned, minor acute con-
ditions involving neither restricted activity nor
medical attention are excluded from the statis-
tics. The incidence data shown in some reports
are further limited to various subclasses of con-
ditions, such as “incidence of conditions in-
volving bed disability.”
Onset of corzdition.-A condition is con-
sidered to have had its onset when it was first
noticed. This could be the time the person first
felt sick or became injured, or it could be the
time when the person or his family was first told
by a physician that he had a condition of which
he was previously unaware.
A c t ivity-restricting condition.–An activ-
ity-restricting condition is one which had its on-
set in the past 2 weeks and which caused at least
1 day of restricted activity during the 2 calendar
weeks before the interview week. (See “Re-
stricted-activity day” under “Terms Relating to
Disability.”)
Bed-disabling condition.–A condition with
onset in the past 2 weeks involving at least 1 day
of bed disability is called a bed-disabling condi-
tion. (See “Bed-disability day” under “Terms
Relating to Disability.”)
Medically attended condition.–A condition
with onset in the past 2 weeks is considered
medically attended if a physician has been con-
sulted about it either at its onset or at any time
thereafter. However, when the first medical at-
tention for a condkion does not occur until
after the end of the 2-week period, the case is
treated as thcmgh there was no medical atten-
tion. Medical attention includes consultation
either in person or by telephone for treatment
or advice. Advice from the physician transmitted
to the patient through the nurse is counted as
well as visits to physicians in clinics or hospitals.
If during the course of a single visit the physi-
cian is consulted about more than one condition
for each of several patients, each condition of
each patient is counted as medically attended.
Discussions of a child’s condition by the
physician and a responsible member of the
househoId are considered as medical attention
even if the child was not seen at that time.
For the purpose of thb definition the term
“physician “ includes doctors of medicine and
osteopathic physicians.
Terms Relating to Disability
Disability. –Disability is the general term
used to describe any temporary or long-term re-
duction of a person’s activity as a result of an
acute or chronic condition.
Disability day. -Short-term disability days
are classified according to whether they are days
of restricted activity, bed days, hospital days,
work-loss days, or school-loss days. AU hospitzd
days are, by definition, days of bed disability; all
days of bed disability are, by definition, da,ys of
restricted activity. The converse form of these
statements is, of course, not true. Days lost from
work and days lost from school are special terms
which apply to the working and schoc}l-age
populations only, but these too are days of re-
stricted activity. Hence “days of restricted activ-
ity” is the most inclusive term used to describe
disability days.
R estric ted-activity day.-A day of re-
stricted activity is one on which a person cuts
down on his usual activities for the whole of
that day because of an illness or an injury. The
term “usual activities” for any day means the
things that the person would ordinarily do on
that day. For chlldren under school age, usual ac-
tivities depend on whatever the usual pattern is
for the child’s day, which will in turn be af-
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fected by the age of the child, weather condi-
tions, and so forth. For retired or elderly per-
sons, usual activities might consist of almost no
activity, but cutting down on even a small
amount for as much as a day would constitute
restricted activity. On Sundays or holidays,
usual activities are the things the person usually
does on such days–going to church, playing
golf, visiting friends or relatives, or staying at
home and listening to the radio, reading, looking
at television, and so forth. Persons who have
permanently reduced their usual activities be-
cause of a chronic condition might not report
any restricted-activity days during a 2-week
period. Therefore absence of restricted-activity
days does not imply normal heakh.
Restricted activity does not imply com-
plete inactivity, but it does imply only the mini-
mum of usual activities. A special nap for an
hour after lunch does not constitute cutting
down on usual activities, nor does the elimina-
tion of a heavy chore such as cleaning ashes out
of the furnace or hanging out the wash. If a
farmer or housewife carries on only the mini-
mum of the day’s chores, however, this is a day
of restricted activity.
A day spent in bed or a day home from
work or school because of illness or injury is, of
course, a restricted-activity day.
Bed-disability day.–A day of bed disability
is one on which a person stays in bed for all or
most of the day because of a specific illness or
injury. All or most of the day is defined as more
than half of the daylight hours. AU hospital days
for inpatients are considered to be days of bed
disability even if the patient was not actually in
bed at the hospital.
Work-loss day.-A day lost from work is a
day on which a person did not work at his job or
business for at least half of his normal workday
because of a specific illness or injury. The num-
ber of days lost from work is determined only
for persons 17 years of age and over who re-
ported that at any time during the 2-week
period covered by the interview they either
worked at or had a job or business. (See “Cur-
rently employed persons” under “Demographic
Terms.”)
School-1oss day.–A day lost from school is
a normal school day on which a child did not
attend school because of a specific illness or in-
jury. The number of days lost from school is
determined only for chiIdren 6-16 years of age.
Pers o n-da y. – Person-days of restricted
activity, bed disability, and so forth are days of
the various forms of disability experienced by
any one person. The sum of days for all persons
in a group represents an unduplicated count of
all days of disability for the group.
Condition-da y. –Condition-days of re-
stricted activity, bed disability, and so forth are
days of the various forms of disability associated
with any one condition. Since any particular day
of disability may be associated with more thah
one condition, the sum of days for conditions
may add to more than the total number of
person-days.
Chronic activity lin-zitation.-Persons are
classified into fourmcategories according to the
extent to which their activities are limited at
present as a result of chronic conditions. Since
the usual activities of preschool children,
school-age children, housewives, and workers
and other persons differ, a different set of cri-
teria is used for each group. There is a general
simiIarit y between them, however, as will be




Persons unable to carry on major activity for
their group (major activity refers to ability to
work, keep house, or engage in school or pre-
school activities)
Preschool children:
Inability to take part in ordinary play
with other children.
School-age children:
InabiIity to go to schooL
Housewives:
Inability to do any housework.
Workers and alI other persons:
Inability to work at a job or business.
Persons limited in amount or kind of major
activity performed (major activity refers to
abiIity to work, keep house, or engage in





Limited in amount or kind of play with
other children, e.g., need special rest
periods, cannot play strenuous games, or
cannot play for long periods at a time.
School-age children:
Limited to certain types of schools or in
school attendance, e.g., need special
schools or special teaching or cannot go to
school full time or for long periods at a
time.
Housewives:
Limited in amount or kind of housework,
e.g., cannot lift children, wash or iron, or
do housework for long periods at a time.
Workers and all other persons:
Limited in amount or kind of work, e.g.,
need special working aids or special rest
periods at work, cannot work full time or
for long periods at a time, or cannot do
strenuous work.
Persons not limited in major activity but
otherwise limited (major activity refers to
ability to work, keep house, or engage in
school or preschool activities)
Preschool children:
Not classified in this category.
School-age children:
Not limited in going to school but limited
i,n participation in athletics or other extra-
curricular activities.
Housewives:
Not limited in housework but limited in
other activities such as church, clubs,
hobbies, civic projects, or shopping.
Workers and all other persons:
Not limited in regular work activities but
limited in other activities such as church,
clubs, hobbies, civic projects, sports, or
games.
Persons not limited in activities (includes
persons whose activities are not limited in
any of the ways described above)
Chronic mobility limitation. –Persons are
classified into five categories according to the
extent to which their mobility is limited at
present as a result of chronic conditions. The
categories are as follows:
Stays in bed.–Must stay in bed all or most of
the time.
Stays in the hou.re.-,Must stay in the house, but
not in bed, all or most of the time.
Needs help getting around. –Able to go outside
but needs the help of another person or of a
special aid such as a cane. or wheelchair in get-
ting around.
Has trouble getting around @eely.–Does not
need the help of another person or a special aid
but has trouble in getting around freely.
Is not limited in mobility .–Not limited in any of
the ways described above.
Terms Relating to Persons Injured
Injury condition.–An injury condit!on, or
simply an injury, is a condition of the type that
is classified according to the nature of injury
code numbers (N800-N999) in the International
Classification of Diseases. In addition to frac-
tures, lacerations, contusions, burns, and so
forth, which are commonly thought of as in- “
juries, this group of codes includes effects of
exposure, such as sunburn; adverse reactions to
immunization and other medical procedures;
and poisonings. Unless otherwise specified, the
term injury is used to cover all of these.
Since a person may sustain more than one
injury in a single accident, e.g., a broken leg and
laceration of the scalp, the number of injury
conditions may exceed the number of persons
injured.
Statistics of acute injury conditions include
only those injuries which involvecl at least 1 full
day of restricted activity or medical attendance.
Person injured.–A person injured is one
who has sustained one or more injuries in an
accident or in some type of nonaccidental vio-
lence. (See definition of injury condition.) Each
time a person is involved in an accident or in
nonaccidental violence causing injury that re-
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suits in at least 1 full day of restricted activity or
medical attention he is incIuded in the statistics
as a separate person injured; hence one person
may be included more than once.
The number of persons injured is not equiv-
alent to the number of accidents for several rea-
sons: (1) the term “accident” as commonly used
may not involve injury at all, (2) more than one
injured person may be involved in a single acci-
dent, so the number of accidents resulting in
injury would be less than the number of persons
injured in accidents, and (3) the term “accident”
ordhmrily implies an accidental origin whereas
“persons injured” as used in the Health Inter-
view Survey includes persons whose injuries re-
sulted from certain nonaccidental violence.
The number of persons injured in a speci-
fied time interval is always equal to or less than
the incidence of injury conditions since one per-




Class ofaccident. –Injunes, injured persons,
and resulting days of disability may be grouped
according to class of accident. This is a broad
classification of the types of events which re-
sulted in personal injuries. Most of these events
are accidents in the usual sense of the word, but
some are other kinds of mishap, such as over-
exposure to the sun or adverse reactions to med-
ical procedures, and others are nonaccidental
violence, such as attempted suicide. The classes
of accident are (1) moving motor vehicle acci-
dents, (2) accidents occurring while at work, (3)
home accidents, and (4) other accidents. These
categories are not mutually exclusive. For ex-
ample, a person may be injured in a moving
motor vehicle accident which occurred while the
person was at home or at work. The accident
class “moving motor vehicle” includes “home-
moving motor vehicle” and “while at work-
moving motor vehicle.” Similarly, the classes
“\vhi]e at ~vork” and “home” include duplicated
counts, e.g., “moving motor vehicle-while at
work” is included under “while at work. ”
Motor vehicle–A motor vehicle is any me-
chanically or electrically powered device, not
operated on rails, upon which or by which any
person or property maybe transported or drawn
upon a land highway. Any object, such as a
trailer, coaster, .sIed, or wagon, being towed by a
motor vehicle is considered a part of the motor
vehicle. Devices used solely for moving persons
or materials within the confines of a building
and its premises are not counted as motor
vehicles.
Moving motor vehicle accident.–The acci-
dent is classified as “moving motor vehicle” if at
least one of the motor vehicles involved in the
accident was moving at the time of the accident.
This category is subdivided into “traffic” and
“nontraffic” accidents.
Traffic moving motor vehicle accident.- The ac-
cident is in the “traffic” category if it occurred
on a public highway. It is considered to have
occurred on the highway if it occurred wholly
on the highway, if it originated on the highway,
if it terminated on the highway, or if it involved
a vehicle partialIy on the highway. A public
highway is the entire width between boundary
lines of every way or place of which any part is
open to the use of the public for the purposes of
vehicular traffic as a matter of right or custom.
Nontraffic moving motor vehicle accident.–The
accident is in the “nontraffic” category if it oc-
curred entirely in any place other than a public
highway.
Nonmoving motor vehicle accident. —If the
motor vehicle was not moving at the time of the
accident, the accident is considered a “non-
moving motor vehicle” accident and is classified
in the “other accident” category.
Accident while at work.–Thc class of acci-
dent is “while at work” if the injured person was
17 years of age or over and was at work at a job
or a business at the time the accident happened.
Home accident. –The class of accident is
“home” if the injury occurred either inside or
outside the hoyse. “Outside the house” refers to
the yard, buiIdmgs, and sidewalks on the prop-
erty. “Home” includes not ordy the person’s
own home but also any other home in which he
may have been when he was injured.
Other accident.–The class of accident is
“other” if the occurrence of injury cannot be
classified in one or more of the fkst three class-
of-accident categories (i.e., moving motor vehi-
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cle, while at work, or home). This category
therefore includes persons injured in public
places (e.g., tripping and falling in a store or on a
public sidewalk) and also nonaccidental injuries
such as homicidal and suicidal attempts. The sur-
vey does not cover the military population, but
current disability of various types resulting from
prior injury occurring while the person was in
the Armed Forces is covered and is included in
this class. The class also includes mishaps for
which the class of accident could not be
ascertained.
Terms Relating to Hospitalization
Hospital. –For this survey a hospital is de-
fined as any institution meeting one of the fol-
lowing criteria: (1) named in the Iisting of hospi-
tals in the current Guide Issue of Hospitals, the
Journal of the American Hospital Association, or
(2) found on the Master Facility Inventory List
maintained by the National Center for Health
Statistics.
Short-stay hos@tal. -A short-stay hospital
is one in which the type of service provided by
the hospital is general; maternity; eye, ear, nose,
and throat; children’s; or osteopathic; or it may
be the hospital department of an institution.
Hospital day.–A hospital day is a day on
which a person is confined to a hospital. The
day is counted as a hospital day only if the
patient stays overnight. Thus a patient who
enters the hospital on Monday afternoon and
leaves Wednesday noon is considered to have
had 2 hospital days.
Hospital days dun”n.g the year. –The num-
ber of hospital days during the year is the total
number for all hospital episodes in the 12-month
period prior to the interview week. For the pur-
poses of this estimate, episodes overlapping the
beginning or end of the 12-month period are
subdivided so that only those days falling within
the period are included.
Hospital episode. –A hospital episode is any
continuous period of stay of 1 night or more in
a hospital as an inpatient except the period of
stay of a well newborn infant. A hospital epi-
sode is recorded for a family member whenever
any part of his hospital stay is included in the
12-month period prior to the interview week.
Hospital discharge.–A hospital discharge is
the completion of any continuous period of stay
of 1 or more nights in a hospital as an inpatient
except the period of stay of a well newborn in-
fant. A hospital discharge is recorded whenever a
present member of the household is reported to
have been discharged fr~m a hospital in the
12-month period prior to the interview week.
(Estimates were based on discharges which~ oc-
curred during the 6-month period prior to the
interview.)
Length of hospital stay.–The length of
hospital stay is the duration in days, exclusive of
the day of discharge, of a hospitaI discharge.
(See definition of “hospital discharge.”)
Average length of stay.–The average length
of stay per discharged patient is computed by
dividing the total number of hospital days for a
specified group by the total number of dis-
charges for the same group.
Terms Relating to Dental Visits
Dental visit.–A dental visit is defined as
any visit to a dentist’s office for treatment or
advice, including services by a technician or
hygienist acting under a dentist’s supervision.
Interval since last dental visif. –The interval
since the last dental visit is the length of time
prior to the week of interview since a dentist or
dental hygienist was last visited for treatment or
advice of any type.
Terms Relating to Physician Visits
Physician visit, –A physician visit is defined
as consultation with a physician, in person or by
telephone, for examination, diagnosis, treat-
ment, or advice. The visit is considered to be a
physician visit if the service is provided directly
by the physician or by a nurse or other person
acting under a physician’s supervision. For the
purpose of this definition “physician” includes
doctors of medicine and osteopathic physicians.
The term “doctor” is used in the interview
rather than “physician” because of popular
usage. However, the concept toward which all
ins t ructions are directed is that which is
described here.
Physician visits for services provided on a
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mass basis are not included in the tabulations. A
service received on a mass basis is defined as any
service involving only a single test (e.g., test for
diabetes) or a single procedure (e.g., smallpox
vaccination) when this single service was admin-
istered identically to all persons who were at the
place for this purpose. Hence obtaining a chest
X-ray in a tuberculosis chest X-ray trailer is not 9
included as a physician visit. However, a special
chest X-ray given in a physician’s office or in an
outpatient clinic is considered a physician visit.
.
Physician visits to hospital inpatients are
not included.
If a physician is called to a house to see
more than one person, the call is considered a
separate physician visit for each person about
who,m the physician was consulted.
A physician visit is associated with the per-
son about whom the advice was sought, even if
that person did not actually see or consult the
physician. For example, if a mother consults a
physician about one of her children, the physi-
cian visit is ascribed to the child.
Interval since last physician visit. –The in-
terval since the last physician visit is the length
of time prior to the week of interview since a
physician was last consulted in person or by tele-
phone for treatment or advice of any type what-
ever. A physician visit to a hospital inpatient
may be counted as the last time a physician was
seen.
Demographic Terms
Age. –The age recorded for each person is
the age at last birthday. Age is recorded in single
years and grouped in a variety of distributions
depending on the purpose of the table.
Currently employ ed.–Persons 17 years of age
and over who reported that at any time during
the 2-week period covered by the interview they
either worked at or had a job or business are
currently employed. Current employment in-
cludes paid work as an employee of someone
else; self-employment in business, farming, or
professional practice; and unpaid work in a
family business or farm. Persons who were tem-
porarily absent from a job or business because of
a temporary illness, vacation, strike, or bad
weather are considered as currently employed if
they expected to work as soon as the particular
event causing the absence no Ionger existed.
Free-Iance workers are considered currentIy em-
ployed if they had a definite arrangement with
one employer or more to work for pay accord-
ing to a weekly or monthly schedule, either full
time or part time. .
Excluded from the currently employed popu-
lation are persons who have no definite employ-
ment schedule but work only when their services
are needed. Also excluded from the currently
empIoyed population are (1) persons receiving
revenue from an enterprise but not participating
in its operation, (2) persons doing housework or
charity work for which they receive no pay, (3)
seasonal workers during the portion of the year
they were not working, and (4) persons who
were not working, even though having a job or
business, but were on layoff or looking for
work.
The number of currently employed persons esti-
mated from the Health Interview Survey (HIS)
will differ from the estimates prepared from the
Current Population Survey (CPS) of the U.S.
Bureau of the Census for several reasons. In ad-
dition to sampling variability they include three
primary conceptual differences, namely: (1) HIS
estimates are for persons 17 years of age and
over; CPS estimates are for persons 16 years of
age and over. (2) HIS uses a 2-week reference
period, while CPS uses a l-week reference pe-
riod. (3) HIS is a continuing survey with sepa-
rate samples taken weekly; CPS is a monthIy
sample taken for the survey week which incIudes
the 12th of the month.
Terms Relating to Out-of-Pocket
Health Expenses
Out-of-pocket expense. –The amount paid
directly by the individual or family member ex-
clusive of any part paid by insurance, other per-
son, or agency. The following definitions pertain
ordy to out-of-pocket expenses.
Dental bills. –The amount spent for clean-
ing, Wing, straightening, bridgework, dental lab -
oratory fees, and other services from a dentist or
hygienist.
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Doctor bilk. –The amount spent for rou-
tine doctor visits, treatments, checkups, doctor
fees while a patient in a hospital, operations,
deliveries, pregnancy care, laboratory fees, shots,
and other services by a medical doctor.
Hospital bilk. –The amount spent for room
and board, operating and delivery rooms, anes-
thesia, tests, X-rays, special treatments, and any
other hospital service.
Payments for prescription medicine. –
Amounts spent for only those medicines pre-
scribed by a doctor or dentist.
Payments for eyeglasses, contact lenses, or
optometrist % fees. –Amounts spent for these
items.
Payments for “other” medicial bilk –
Amounts spent for chiropractor’s or podiatrist’s
fees, hearing aid, special brace, truss, wheelchair,
~ artificial limbs, physical or speech therapy, spe-
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da. Wkat is your ●x#et addrsss? (IIKIU6G I-bus.e No., APL No., or other identification and ZIP code) j ~LJI; 18. Nonintewiew reason
1
----------------------------------- ------------------------ TYPE A
I Sheet
I t }
: I_J Refusal - 0s8cr[ix in 6 footnote
~No. _
F1// /rsms 7-6
2 n NOm. at hum - re~amd calls
______________________________________
cifJ ~;t;;e------- ~~l~-c~de ~ Line
----- 7-70, 12e-c
s ❑ Temporarily ●bsanc - Footnote as qopllcsble
~No. _ ● c1 oh- (sP=W) ~ 16-19
b. Is Ws your mailing addms~? ❑ Same as 6a
Mark box or specify if differsnt. Include ZIP cods.
TYPE B
___________________________________________________________________ 1 rJ V.can - “Cmaaasond
2 ❑ Vacmt - sea..aml
1 1F{:) /tsm 1-6a,7-70, 12E-C_________________________________________ ~Cily 3 ❑ Usual resldtmce elsewfmra~ %e as s@/oable,I ZIP code 4 ❑ Amnec!Fo,cez 16-1s; s ❑ Otlwr (Spm+y) ~
c. Special place name ;Sample unit number ~Type code
I I
, TYPE C
7. YEAR BUILT ❑ Ask - a Do NOT Ask
1
1❑ Unused line of Ilstin; sheet
Whsn was fhis .fru.furc originally built? z ❑ Demolished Fill km 7-ou,
❑ Beforo 4-I-70
s ❑ flerced
n After 4-I-70 (Go to 9c, complete
W II mquhd,
(Continue interview) if fsquired and end intefview)
4 ❑ outside sesrm”t 9C if rnsrksd,
s ❑ Built after April t, 1970 18-7s
8. Type of I ivin; quarters _ t ❑ Housing unit
6 ❑ Ocher @JOc/fy) ~
2 D OTHER unit
9. Area segments ONLY
❑ a. Ars ffmrs any occupird or vacant living quart-r. bssid.s your own in this building? 19. Record of calls
Y (fill Table X) N___________________________________________________________________ f-lmch j oat. SO;in.i.g Ending
❑ b. Ar. fh.m any o.cupid or voca.t living quart-m bssid.s your own on this floor?
time Cinw COmp.
Y (fill Table X) N I ●.m.___________________________________________________________________
a.m.
I /
u c. Is flrww ❑ny otfmr building on this prop.rfy for psopl. to Iiw in - .itft.r o..xpisd or vacant?
P-m. P.m
I
Y (fill Table X)
a.m. ●.m.
t4 2 :------------------------------------------------------------------- p.m. p.m.
I a.m. ●.m.
m d. N6ne 3 I P.M. p.m.
‘ GO TO PROBE PAGE 2 i
a.m. a.m.
4 1 P.m. P.m.
O. Land use z a RURAL I ❑ URBAN (f3) a.m. a.m.i
— Regular units and Speciol Ploce units coded 85-88 in 6c, go to 11.
s p.m. p.m.
-- Special Place units not coded 85-88 in 6c, go to 13.
I a.m. X.nl.
_ 6 ; p.m. P.m.
1. 0s you own or rsnt this place? ❑ Own ❑ Rent ❑ Rent for free , ; a.m. sm.
,








ofkmr krm products from this place amount fu $S0 or mer.?
.In. .m.
1 Y (/3) z N (13) 2U. List column numbers of sample persmw
c. During tho post 12 menfh did sales of crops, Iiwstock, and
offmr km products from this ploco amount to $250 or morn?
requiring cal I backs.
lY 2N
: Rooms
1. How many moms am In this --? 14. How many bwlrooms art in fhis --? ~
1SedrOOms
Count fhs kifchen but not the bafhrc.om. \ If “None”’ describe in footnotes. I
❑ None
~Arem cede/Number
5. ~Vh\itfhotdophone numb-r , 16. Was this interview observed? 2 1. Record of telephone calls I:










NOTE: BEFORE LEAVING HOUSEHOLD, CHECK THAT ITEM 20 HAS AN ENTRY,







3 ; P.m. p.m.
22. Entsr mason for nonintsrviaws for sampla
psrsons.
1 ❑ Refusal (.SF9Cify)
7
z ❑ N. on* at hcme - reea.tsd c.11.
s n Temporarily absent (S#c)fy)






lo. what is the name of the head of this household? - Enter name m first column. 10. First name
b. What are the names of all ●ther p*rsons who live hero? - List all persons who live here. Yes* No
c. I hove Ii steal (Read names. ) Is there anyone ●lso staying Iwr* new, such as friends, r*lati ves, or ro~ers? O n
d. Huvo I mis<ed anyone whe USUALLY liv*s here but is new awsy from home? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U U
RACE
c. Do any of the paople in this h.m. w.hold have a home anywhti* ●lte? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
---------------
. . . . . . 00 Last name
If any adult males listed, ask:
*
APPIY household membershl D rules.
f. Are any of the persons in this ho.sek.ld now en full.timw
octive duty with the Armed Forces of the UmitA Stoi*s? . . . . . . . . . I Y CoI(s)._ (Delete) 2 N
2. How is -- rslated to -- (Head of household)? 2. Iklacl.mshtp
HEAD
3. Wh*t is –-’s dots of kirth? (Enter date and Age, and c!rcle Race and Sex) 3. Month Date Yam
1. Record the number of Doctor Visits and Hospital izamons
c
DOCTOR HOSP,
❑ Non. (NP) ❑ t$.e ~
—(w) —(UP,












~ Refer to Flashcard
t- v~~
., ., .”., .,, . .
to determine Sample Person~; mark SP boxes.
If related persons 17 years old or over are I!sted In addnion to the respondent, say:
H !! your --, your --, e+c., at home now? If ‘Yes,, ask: P1.as. ask them to loin us.
o ❑ Under 17
* would like to have all adults who oro ot homr taks part in the interview.
1+ I ❑ At home
z ❑ Not at home
This SUW*Y is b*ing conduct*d to COIIect information on the Nation’s hdth. I wi I I ask about vi sits to
doctors a“d dentists, illness i. th* family, and oth.r health related it.ms. (Hand calendar)
The next f*w quastion - refw to ths post 2 w~ka, thm 2 w**ks outl in*d in r*d on that cal*ndar,
beginning Monday, (date) , and ●riding this past Sunday, (date) . Y (4b)





b. During thot 2-w.ek period, how many days did -- stuy in bcd all or most of th. day? b. _onys Under 6 (B)
5. During those 2 wmeks, hew many days did illness or in@y keep -- from work?
—
(For females): not counting work around th. ho...?
5.
_WL days (7)
00 ❑ None (8)
6. During these 2 weeks, how many days did illness or iniury keep -- from schoel? 6.
_sL days
00 ❑ None (8)
If one or more days in 4b, ask 7; otherwise go to 8.
7. On how many of these --- days lost frwn
{ ::~~1 }







8a. (NOT COUNTING the day(s) lost from work
lost from school }
) 8a. lY
Wsr* iftwe any (eth.r) day, during the past 2 woks that -- cut down on tfw things





b. (Again, not catttimg th* cloy(s) lest from work
}
) b. _ Days
lost from school
Durimg that p~iod, Iww many (other) days did he cut down for as much as a day? 00 ❑ N.a”e
If one or more days in 4-8, ask 9; otherwise go to next person.
—
‘awh”t’o*tionc”us*d--b {3::’} ‘ri”’’h”pa’t’w-ks’
Enter Condltlon In mm C
9.. Ask 9b
_______________________________________________________________________________ .__. --------------------





____________________________________________________________________ ------------ . ___ -------------------
C. What CO”ditiOlt? c. Enter Cy#Cjb/LI (tam C
0.. O.ri.g tfto past 2 w**ks, did anyww in ttw fomily, that is you,
YOW --, ●tc., hsvc ony (other) accidents or in@ies? Y_____________________________________________________ __________________________
b. Who wos this? - Mark “Accident or injury” box in person’s column. 1oh ❑ A.cidant or Injury________________________________________________________________________________ ___ ------------------- .




d. Did mtyotm hav= any other accidents or in@ri*s during that period? Y (Remsk 10b and c) N
_______________________________________________________________________________
If “Accident or in jury,” ask: Y (Enter injury In Itan C)
e. As a r.suit of the accident, did -- see a doctor or did h. cut down on the things he usually do-s? . . N
la. During tht past 2 weaks, did anyone in the family,
that is you, your --, etc., go to a dentist? Y N (12)
______________________________________________________________________________
b. Who was this? - Mark ““Dental visit” box in person’s COIumn.
_____________________________________________________________________________
c. During the past 2 wctks, did onyonc ●lso in the family go to a dentist? Y (Reask /lb and c) N------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If ‘“Dental visit,” aslc
d. During the past 2 wtcks, how many tirms did --go to a d.ntist?
Do not ask for children I yr. old and under.
2a. During tho past 12 months (that is, sine-
+’(Include the -- visits you alrmdy told me a out.
a ear ago), abou; how many visits did -- make te a dentist?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. ABOUT how long has it be-n since -- LAST went to o dentist?
‘OOTNOTES
“
d. _ No. of dental visits




_ Number of visits
-----------------
1 ❑ 2-week dental visit
. ---------------- —-
2 ❑ Past 2 weeks not
reported (17)
3 I_J 2 weeks-6 m.amhs
~ ❑ over 6–I 2 mon~s
5 ❑ I year
6 D 2-4 ~=~~S




18s. What was -- doing MOST OF THE PAST 12 MONTHS - (For males): wwking or &ng somstbing ,1s.? 18.
If “something else,” ask (For females~ ksspi.g bwss, working, at C&S a
I G ‘tiork in;(23.3)
y,y b. What was -- doing?
mlwthimg ●1s? 19. 2 ❑ Keep!.; house (23b)
If 45+ years and was not “workinz, “ “keeping house,” or “going to school,” ask
3 H FLstired, health (22)
c. Is -- rstirod? 4 ❑ Retired, other (22)
d. If “retirsd,” ask Oid ho retiro becnus. of his h.tdth? s ❑ Goinz w school (25)
. --—------ ---------------- ________________________________________________________
Ages
19.. what was -- doing MOST OF THE PAST 12 MONTHS - going to school or doing som.thing .1s.?
e a 17+ smnethlnz else (22)
6-16 If “’something else,” ask
7 ❑ 6-16 something else (24)
b. What was -- doing?---------- ________________________________________________________________________ ---- --------------------
Ages 0 ❑ I –S years (20)
under 6 0 ❑ Urider 1 (27)
!)0. Is -_ y I N (27)-- ablo tu take part at all in ordincmy Play wiih other children? 200.
b. Is bt Ilmitsd in the kind of P/ay he can do bscauzc of his hmlih? b. 2 Y (27)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- --------------------
N
c. Is hc Iimitsd in the amount of play bscoum of his hsalth? c. 2 Y (27) N (20)
!10. Is -- IimNsd in any way bscausc of his hrnlth? 21.. lY
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- --------------------
5 N (NP)
b. In whet way Is h- Iimitsd? Record limitation, not condition. b. (27)
!Za. 00-s -- hsahh now keep him from working? 22a. I Y (27) N
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . ---- --- —----------------
b. Is he Iimitsd in the kind of work he could do bscauzo of his hsaltft? b. 2 Y (27)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- --------------------
N
c. Is ha Iimitsd in the amount of work he coidd do bacaus~ of his bsalth?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ._5. --------------------
2 Y (27) N
d. IS h- Iimitsd in the kind or amount of other activities bscause of his hsaltb? d. 3 Y (27) N (2d)
Ba. 00-s -- NOW havs . iob? 233. Y (2SC)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- --------------------
N
b. In tsrnw of hsalth, is -- NOW ablo to (work - keep house) at all? b. Y. 1 N (27)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- ____________________
c. Is ho Iimltsd in the k;nd of (work - housework) he can do Lwcause of his hsalth?
________________________________________________________________________________ z Y (27) N
d. Is ha Iimltsd III the omount of (work
- 5. --------------------
- housework) he can do bscauxo of his hsalth? d.------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . ---- --------------------
2 Y (27) N
G. Is he Iimitsd in the kind w amount of other activities bccquse of his hcaith? . . 3 Y [27) N (26)
14. In tsmw of hsalth would -- bs oblc to go to school? 24. Y 1 N (27)
Ma. Ooes (wwld) -- havs to go to a C*tiill tyPe of school bccausc of bfS hsahh? 2%, 2 Y (27)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----- ---- --------------------
N
b. Is ha (wwld he be) Iimitsd in schcd attendance because of his haaltb? b. 2 Y (27)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . ---- --------------------
N
c. Is he Iimitsd in the kind or amount of other activities btcausa of his hsaltb? c. 3 Y (27) N
)&I. IS -- liml~d in ANY WAY Lwcauscof a disability or hrnlth? 24. 4Y
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ . ---- --------------------
s N (NP)
b. In what way is h* Iimitsd? Record Iimitation, not condition. b.
{
bssn Iimitsd in --
We. About how long hoc he bssn unable to --
}
000❑ Lear than I me+wh
Za.
had to go tu a cwtaln typa of school? __ 1 _t43s. 2 _yc,.
b. What (otlmr) condition causes this limitation? h Enter ~!;ip,p Nsm C
If ““old age” only, ask Is this limitation couscd by any spacific condition? D Old W. only (NP)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . ---- --------------------
c. IS ibislimitation caussd by any otlmr condition?
Y (Rsssk N
S7b md c)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . .--=- --------------------
Mark bOX or ssk:
❑ Only I condltie.
d. Which of thoso conditions would you say is tha MAIN caust of his lIuItstiom? & Enwr real” cendltlon
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b. Who was this? - Circle “Y” in person’s column.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ?k
If “Y, ” ask: {
c. During that period, how many times was -- in a nursing home or similar place? c.
Ask for each chi Id I year old or under if date of birth is on or after reference date.
Da. Was -- born in a hospital?
I
30..
[f “Yes, ” and no hospitalizations entered in his and/or mother’s colimm, enter “ 19, i“ 28b a“d item C.







b. Is this hospitalization included in the number yeu gave me for --?
If “No,” correct entries in 28 and item C for mother and/or baby. Ib”l -f N
la. DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, did anyone in the family
(you, your --, at..) have -
If “Yes,” ask 31b and c
b. Who was thi$? Enter name of condition and letter of line
where reported in appropriate person’s column in item C.
c. During the past 12 months, did anyone else have . . . ?
A. Gallstones? I
~
B. Any other gallbloddor trouble.
1. Any disease of the mmcreos? I
d
J. Ulcer?
K. Hernia or rupture?
L. A disease of the esophagus?
M. Gastritis?
N. FREQUENT indigestion?
O. Any other stomach trouble?
H. Diabetes? I 1P. En+.ritis? I
2. Compared to other person5 --’s age, would you 50y that his health is excellent, good, fair, or poor? 33.1 E2G-3F4P
R
For persons 17 years old or over, show who responded for (or was present during the asking of) Q.’s 4-32. 1 ❑ Responded for self.cntlrel
If persons responded for self, show whether entirely or partly. For persons under 17 show who responded
2 ❑ Responded for self-partly









4. During the past 2 waaks, did his . . . caus~ him
to cut down on the things ho usually does?
t ❑ $#arview t R Past 2 wks. (Item C)
tY
s n 2-4 yrs.
z N (9)
z ❑ 2 wks.-d mos.
(Reask 2)
s ig 5+ yrs. 5. Durin that period, how many days did ho cut
s ❑ Over 6-12 mos. 7 ❑ Never &
down r oz much as a day? _ Days
4alyr, s ❑ DK if Dr. seen
00 ❑ None (9)
s IZ OK when Or. seen 6. ~,~ing that 2-wetk pariod, how many& s did
d. . . . kcap him in bad all or most of ● day?
_ Days
Al IExamine llName of crrnditiorf’ entry and mark
00 ❑ None
❑ Accident or Injury (A2) ❑ On Card C (A2) ❑ Neither (3.) Ask if 17+ years:
If “Doctor not talked to,” transcribe entry from item 1. 7. How many days did his . . . kaap him from work
_Days (9)
If “Doctor talked to,”’ ask during that 2.weak pwiod? (For females~ not
%. What did tha doctor say N was? - Did ha givo it a mmficol name?
counting work around the house? 000 None (9)
Ask if 6-16 years:
8. Now many dayx did his . . . kaop him from _ Days
-------------------------------------------------
Oo not ask for Cancer
schooI during that 2.waok pwiad? 00 ❑ None
b. What WOS tho earns. of . . .? 9. Whan did -- first rmtic. his . . .?
❑ Accident or injury (A2) t ❑ Last week t ❑ 2 weeks-3 months
------------------------------------------------- . z u Week before
If the entry in 3a or 3b includes the wordx
s ❑ Over 3-12 months
AIIIIUIM Cemdi810n
}
3 ❑ Past 2 weeks-DK which s n More than 12 mondra ago
Disorder Trwbl. (Was it during tfra past 12 months or b.fora that time?)
Anomla cyst Growlh Twwr
AmfIMa D*fec? Mmmsl.s U[..r As’ IX
(Was it during tho past3 months or bafara that time?)
Armck OISMS* Ruptur.
(Was it during tha past 2 waaks or bafora that tire.?)
c. what kind of . . . i’ it? I ❑ Not an eye cond. (AA)
A3
sOFirst●ncord.(6+ yrs.) (f [
2 n First eye condition
(under 6) (AA)
● ❑ Not firat eye cond. (AA)
_________________________________________________
For allergy or stroke, aslc
d. Haw do.. tho alfoqy (stroko) affact him?
10. Can -- sea well anouek to rarsd ordinary mowsp~r
print WITH GLASSES with bis
{ ‘“” }
aya?. .1Y 2N
right . . . . ..IY ztd
_________________________________________________
If in 3a-d thare ia an impairment or any of the following entries:
Abscas8 Dmmegm Par+!’
}
1 ❑ Missing extremity or organ (A4)
Ach, (CXCt@ h.adoch.) Grnwrh Ruptw* z !3 condition not Ilswd or rep-d in WOfM question 3 I (A4)
Blm@dlmg H*.morrhm~. S0.
Blssd clot Infection
AA O CO”dition Iistad or repmad i“ pmbaqu..tim 31
s0r9n*s8
Boll l“flLQnnI@lOn Tumor Ask e:
>~ Doctor saen(12)
coma, Nwal@ Ul”, 4 I_J Doctor not seen (/1)





s. Wkat gat of tfw bsdy is affactad?
Show the following datail:
H.ad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. skull. s.+,fa..
Back/spinwkrr+ro . . . . . . . . . . . upp.r, .aiddlo, I.w.r
f!otww* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..ona.rkth
Arm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . en. .,klh; should.,, up.,,
●ibow, Iwo,, W,iSt, hamt
LOS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...”... Iwh;hlp,upp.,,k.w,
Iaw.r, mnkl., foot
63
~“--11. During the past 12 months what did -- do or fake for his . . . ? (Write IIT)(/8)
[
12. After -- first noticed something was wrong, about how long was it
before he talked to a doctor ❑bout it - was it a matter of days,
weeks, or months?
non m Discovered by dr. (14) 2 _Days a —Months.
IOO n Less than one day 3 _ Weeks 5 Years
13. BEFDRE -- talked to a doctor about his . . ., lY
did he do or toke anything for it? 2N
If “Diabetes, ” ask 14a; otherwise go to 14c. ! Y (15)
14a. Does -- take insulin infections for his diabetes? 2 N
----- —.------ .----- .--------- —-------- —------— —---
b. Does he take diobetes pills? 1 Y (15)
2N -.-_____ .-___ ---- __-_ .-------- _ --- —-------------
. . ~;,,-: N~W take any medicine or treatment lY
. . . , N /1<)-------------------------------------- ;: —l:-J-----
d. Was any of this medicine or treatment recommended I Y
-.
A4I u Acc, dent or injury u Other (NC) —
2Ua. Did the accident happen during the post 2 years or before that time?
u During the past 2 years D Before 2 years (21a)
------------------------------------------- ----- -
b. When did the accident happen?
u Last week ❑ Over 3-12 months
n Week before n I-2 years (2/a)
02 weeks-3 months
------------- ~ ----------------------------- ----
Complete from 20b: if not clear, ask:
c. Did the accident happen since ~?
I Y (~em C, THEN 21) 2N
—
21.. At the time of the accident what part of the body was hurt?
What kind of iniury was it? Anything else?
Part(s) of body
—
Kind of Injurj —
I t---------------------------------
by a doctor? 2N
I ~.15. Has he ever had surgery for this condition? lY If acctdent happened more than 3 months ago, ask:,N. ,.
16. Was he ever hospitalized for this condition?
b. What part of the body is affected now?!Y




17. During the past 12 months, about how many times has
Present effects —
__ seen or talked to a doctor mbout his . . . ? —Times
(Do not count visits while a patient in a hospital.) 000 U None ---------------- ------------------------------
18a. About how many days during the post 12 months has
this condition kept him in bed all or most of the day? — DaYS
000 0 None ,
-------------------------------------------------
—
Ask if 17+ years: 22. Where did the accident happen?
b. About how many days during the past 12 months has _ Days I u At home (inside house)
*his condition kept him from work?
For females: Not counting work around the house? 000 m None
z ❑ At hOme (adiacent premises)
s U Street and hl ghway (includes roadway and public sidewalk)
19a. How often does his . . . bother him - all of the time, often,
~ D Farm
once in a while, or never? s ❑ Industrial place (includes premises)
I o All the time 2 D Often a =Once in a while s D School (includes premises)
o Q Never (19c) a ❑ Other - Specify
7 U Place of recreation and sports, except at school
s ❑ Other -Specify
b. ~~e; ~~&~ ‘b~%~~ ~~~ ~s-~e- ~o~~~r~~~ ~~e~~~e~~,-s%~: ~r-v~~~ ~fi~e~ -” 7
I ❑ Great deal 2 D Some 3 nVery Ilttle” -
4 ❑ Other – Specify
—
------------------------------------------------- 23. Was -- at work at his iob or business when the ac.idant happened?
❑ All the time in 19a (A4) lY 3 ❑ While in Armed Services
C. Does -- still have thi~ ccmditi.an? 2N
I Y (A4) N
~ ❑ Under 17 at time of accidem
—
d. Is this condition completely cured or is it under control?
- 24a. Was a car, truck, bus, or other motor vehicle
involved in the accident in any way? lY 2 N (h
2 n Cured 3 D Under control (A4) ------------------------------------------------
I
—
4 D Other – Spec!fy (A4) -1b. Was mors than one vehicle involved? Y Ne. About how long did -- hove this condition before it was cured? ------------------------------------------------
o ❑ Less than one month — MOnths — Years
I
c. Was it (either one) moving at the time? !Y z N
—
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2-WEEKS DOCTOR VISITS PAGE 1. Person number




2tI. On what (oth.r) dates during that 2-week pericd did -- visitor talk to a doctor?
8888 ❑ Week before
-------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- .-- *-Z ----D-at-=----___---__
b. Wmw th.rc any other doctor visits for him during that period? b. Y (Reask 2a and b) N (Ask 3-6 fw each v/s/t)
3. Wkerc did ha secth. doctor onth. (date)h a+ a 3.
clinic, hospital, doctor’s offico, or someo w place?
OUwh,le, npar$ent ,. hospital (NaXt DV)
1 ❑ c-actor-s .aff,ce (group pract,ce.ar
[f Hospital: Was ittheoutpatiant clinic
doctc+% clinic)
or the ●m*rg*ncy room?
2 ❑ Telephone
30 Hospital Outpauem Clinic
If Clinic: Was itahospital outpsii.nt 4 U HOm=
clinic, a company clinic, or some .athar
kind of clinic?
5 ❑ Hosp,tal Emergency Room
6= C0mpany.ar industry Clime
7mOtier(Sp9clly) ~
t. Is fhe doctora genaral pmctitioncr ora specialist? 4. 01 ❑ General practitioner ❑ Specialist -
Whet kind of sp.cicd i.? i. h.?
7
L Ouring this visit (COII) did -- actually see (talk to) the doctor? s. lY 2N




3 a General checkup (6b)











Msrk ixtx or aslc ❑ Condition reported 1.6.
G For what CMdition did -- visit (call) ~= elector on (date) ? c.
PI If the condition inquestion 6isf!rst repomed ontie DVpage, aCondition paze is required. lfdtere tsno Condition page,enter condition in icem Canal fill a page for it after completing column sfor all required doctor visits.
FOOTNOTES
65
HOSPITAL PAGE 1. P*rsOn number
yeu said that -- WQS in th. hospital (nursing home) during the post par. Month mm Year
When did -- enter the hospitol (nursing home) (tho last time)?
uSE YOUR CALENDAR
Make sure the YSAR is correct 2. 19 –—
Name
What is th~ nama and address of this hospital (nursing horn.)?
Street
3.
City (or county) State
How many nights was -- in tha hospital (nursing home)? 4. _ Nichts
Complete 5 from entries in 2 and ~ if not clear, ask the questions.
------------------ ____________________________________________ ::a. How many of th. s. -- nightx w.r. during the post 12 monthx? Nlzhts
_______________________________ .
b. How many of thtso -- nights wero during the past 2 we-ks? b. — Nidws
-------------------------------------------------------------------- . ---- ,------------------------------- .
c. was---tillin the hospital (nursing home) last Sunday night for this hospitalization (stay)? . Y N
Fcr what conditien did -- ent.r ths hospital (nursing home) - do you know the medical nam~? 6. n Normal delivery ❑ Norma! at birth
If medical name unknown, enter an adequate description. C.md Ition
For del ive~ ask
1
1Show CAUSE, KIND, and c-m:G-----~-6d-e-d-e ------0- x:&VG;-
Was this a normal delivery? If “NO,” ZISk 1 PART OF BOOY in same
For newborn, ask What was the matter? I detsi I as required for the
-------------------------------
Kind
Was the baby normal at birth?
Condition page.t -------------------------------
1 Part of body
m. Were any operations perfornmd on -- during this stay at the hospital (nursing home)? 70. Y o N (P2)
-------------------------------------------------------------------- . --- --------------------------------
b. What was the name of the operation? h
If name of operation is not known, describe what was done.
------- ----------------------------------------- ------------------ . ---- ----------------------------- ---
Y (OaecrlbaJ7 N
c. Any othw operations during this stay? c. —




Th=sc next questions ars about accidents and iniuries
that cnus~d enyorm in tho fomily to see or talk to a
doctor OR cut down on the thing$ thty usually do for
os much as n day.
la. sn.o~, did YOU, your --, ●% have -
If “Yes, ” ask
b. Who was this? (Circle “Y” in this person’s column.)
c. Sine. (date) , how many different accidents
resulting in . . . did -- hava tkt causad him to
s.- or talk to a doctor OR cut down on tho things
ht usually dots?
d. s...~. did anyOn* QISe haY*. -. ?
(If ‘“Yes,”” reask I b-d.)
I Tabla I
AA A cut or bruise?
BB A strain or sprain?
cc A bum or scald?
DD A concussion or other hmtd iniury?
EE A dislocation or a broktn bone?
FF A gunshot wound?
GG An ii+my duo to suffocation?
HH An iniury duc to ●lectric shock?
II An animal bite?
JJ A r-action to nwdicotion or cosmatics?
AnY poisoning from swallowing, breathing,
or ~oming in ;ontnct with 0 po~sonous ‘“
KK subsrnncm?
LL Any iniury to tho tacth, mouth, or iaws?
MM Any iniury to th* neck, back, or spine?





b. Since (date) , did -- havo any (other) iniurics (b*sidas . . .)?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------




Verify that all accidents circled in item C are represented in Table I.
You told me -- had — accidents in which he had . . . . Since (date) how many TOTAL ACCIDENTS
“ did ha have in which thasc iniurios occurred?








RR I Y I I
3. — Numb- of wcldem%
67
68
79. (Bssidasti) IS anymeo in tho fomily covared by a lmalth insumnce
plan which payz any part of a hospital, dotter’q or surg.on’s bill? IY z N (10] 9 DK(IO)
----------------------------------------------------------------------- --------
b. What is tho name of the plan? Record in Table H. I. below.
_______________________________________________________________________________
c. Is anyone in the family covcrcd by ony othw haalth insurance plan? Y (Reask 7b and c) N
TABLE H.I. ASKFOR EACHPLAfl LISTEOM TA3LE H.I.
8a. Nama of plan
Plem 1 ------------------------------------------- 1 D Covered (NP)9. 1s -- covwad under this&ea@_ plan?
b. Who IS tbc policyholdw or subscriber of this_f,nam&plan?
9.
2 ❑ Not covarad (NPI




------ - - ---- 9. IS -- covcmd under this~pl an? 9.
z ❑ Not covered (NP)
8a. Nam@ of plan
Plan 3 ------------------------------------------- 9. Is 1 D Covarad (NP)-- cevwod under this (name) plan?
b. WhoISthepolicyholder or subscriber of thixJMD.&plan?
9.
‘Z❑ Not covered (NP)
10. IS tlwr. ONE particular doctor or placo -- USUCJllygo.s to wlwn ho is sick or when 10.
you n-d advice about his h.alth? :Y 2 N (NP)
11. where do you go for thi. .aro or advico for --, to a clinic, hospital, doc+or’s offic., 11. 10 Private dr’. office
or soma othw place? 7.❑ Home
S I_J DOctar’s clink
If Hospital: Is this an outpatient clinic”or the ●mqrmacy room?
4 ❑ Group F.ractiC~
S ❑ f&8~=Ouvatlent
If Clinic Is this a hospital outpatient clinic, a company clinic,
6 ❑ HOSP. Emerg. Room
or same other kind of clinic?
7 I--J COmpmy or
Industry Clinic
❑ Odler- S@./fYF
o❑ HH Reep. 5P 19+ (NP)
In same parts of the country medical care is provided by Haalth Maintenance OrWnizti”ons I ❑ NotSP or SP
or HMO’S.A “Health Mainknance Organization” or “HMO” is o medical group in which one under 19 (NP)
doctor or a group of doctors pravides medicol core to 011 membws, including offico visits and R2 ZO SP 19+callback
hospital sewices. This medical cara is providwJ for a fixed anreunt poid at rcgulor intmvak. required(NP)
so SP 19+ avail. f72-r4j
12. Have you ●v.r heard tho ttrm, O’Hs.lth Maint.nwrcc Oreenixation,$’ or ‘“HMO”? 12. ly 2N S OK
13. Havo you ●var head tho term, “Pr.paid Group Pmctlca Plan”? 1s. ty ?.N s DK
If “Y” in 12 or 13, ask odvenviae go to NP.
Ma. Can you namo (a Haalth Afaintme.c. Orge.izotIon/or prepoid grsup pmcti.e plan)? -- ______ -lfe lY x N (NPJ





If 17 years old or over, aslc
❑ Under 17 (NP) —
330. What is the highest gmdo or year -- attendtd in school?






b. Did -- fknish the -- grade (yam)? b lY 2N
Ask for all males 17 year.s or over:
3&. ~d -- .Ver 3.W. in ha Am~ Fore. s of *. (Jnit~ !jtat.s? 3&. ‘y
2 N (36)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- ____________________
b. Whandidhoscrw? Vietnam Era (Aug. ‘64to present) . . ..VN b.
Korean War (June ‘50-Jan. ’55) . . . . . . KW
1 VN
Clrclecode indescending order of priority. Thus if
b Wwl
person served in Vietnam and in Korea, circle VN, World Warll(Sept. ’40-July ’47) . . . .. WWII z KW 50s
World War I (April ‘ 17-Nov. ‘18). . . . . . WWl
Other Service (all other periods).. . . ..0S 3 Wwll s DK
—
350. Did -- work atonytim~last w-korthcwcok beforo -not counting wrkamundth~housa?
~% 1 Y (M) 2N
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -_: --------------------





c. Wazh*lmking krwo*oronlqoff fmma iob? IY 2 N (S0)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ____ --------------------
I ❑ Looktng $ ❑ Both
d. Which - looking for work or on layoff from o iob? & z ❑ L2y0tt
Ask for all 360. Far whom did -- work? Name of company, business, organization, or other employer X6 Employer
persons with
a ““Yes”
in 3Sa, b, or c. _____ ------- --- - _____ __ _____
If ‘“Yes” in 35c b. Whet kind of hushwss or industry is this? For example, TV and radio manufacturing,
~ Industry
only, questions retail shoe store, State Labor Dept., farm
36a through 36d -------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- --------------------




lob. --------------------------------------------------------------------- ----- -------------------
d. What wora --’s most important activities or duti.x? For example, types, keeps account books,
Outies
fi Ies, sells cars, operates printing press, finishes concrete
d.
--------------------------------------------------------------------- --- . -------------------
~Complete from entries in 36a-d; if not clear, ask C12as cf worker
● . Was -- an mtployet of PRIVATE company, business, or individual
fOrwag*s, salaiy, OrcOmmissiOn? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..P
. .
:UP sat
-- aFEDERAL gov.mmant cmployc*?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..F
--a STATE government *mployc*?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..S 20F 6DSE
--a LOCAL gavcmment*mployao? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..L
-- self-amployed in OWN busittoss, professional practice, or farm? 30s 7UWP
If not a farm, ask: Is tho businsss incorporated?
Yes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1 40L
No (or farm)
s ❑ NEV
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..SE
-- working WITHOUT PAY in family Lxwincss or farm? . . . . . . . . WP
-- NEVER WORKED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NEV
70
Hand Card 1
17. Micb of thes. incom. groups r.pras.nts your total cmabinad family incom. for ih. past 12 months - that is
Grwp OSDD 07DH
ours, your --’s, ●tc.? Includ* Income from all sources such as wages, saiarics, social security or ratiremont
~wlafl,s, !@ ‘m% ,Ohh., ,m,’,.m wq.mrty, and SO forth.
37. 00DA 04DE .00=1
oIDB 05DF 09DJ
Ozac 06UG 100K
W. Which (othor) fond [y mambws received some incomo during the past 12 mmtths?
Mark “income’” box in person’s column.
38..
_______________________________________________________________________________
b. Did any othar fsmlly mmbars recdva any income during the post 12 months?
i_J Incom.
Y (Reask 380 and b) N
If only one person with ‘“Income”” box marked, go to 40.
If 2 or more persons with “lnco+ne” tmx marked, ask 39 for each:
Group 03DD 070H
OOOA 040E oaat
9. Wkieh of thoso imcoms group$ rtprcscnts --’s inconw for tlm past 12 months? 39.
O1OB OSOF 091_JJ
Oznc 06DG tOa K
If 17 years old or over. ask I oDU.dw 17
0, ]S -- “w ~oni.d, ~idowcd, divorc.d, S.wrated, or “av.r ~arri.d? 40. 1 ❑ Mrrled - spcase pr.sem







Tho U.S. Public Health Sarvicc would Iikc to know how many adults participate in some form of ●xercise,
or In on. or mom popular sports.
.
R3
ida o bicvcl.? I I E. Swim? I 41,
. calisthenics? F. Walk far ●xercise?
,g? G. Do you do any other I
,,. . .. —,. –=
11.Do you do any of tftetm ●xercises on a
ragular basis -
If ““Yes,’” circle appropriate letter in
person’s column.
1?s. During the past 12 months, have you
participated in (any of thcso sports) -
If “Yes,’” circle appropriate number in





D. Lin W.,gmrs: ●xmicis* on a“r*~ulOr
bosis?
1. Basketball? 10. Swimming? 42,
2. Bowling? 11. Tannis?
. Footboll? 12. Track and field?
4. Golf? 13. volleyball?
5. Gymnastics? 14. Wr*stling?




,---- ---------------------- ---------------------- .-.
b. Did YW ~rticipmto i-s a memb*r of an organi;ad taam during tht past 12 months?
If “Yes,’* circle appropriate number in person’s column.
_______________________________________________________________________________
c. Did w prticipste III smy—tournaments .ithor as an individual or as a,
Lmam r of a taam durin9 tfm past 12 months?






2 ❑ SP 19+ callback
rqulrod (NP)
3 ❑ SP 19+ W*II. (4142)












10 [[ 12 13 14
Is (Spaclfy)




If this questionnaire is for an
EXTRA unit, enter Control Number
If in AREA SEGMENT, LISTING SHEET
of original samDle unit
Line number
listed on property
TABLE X - LIVING QUARTERS DETERMINATIONS AT LISTED ADDRESS
LOCATION OF UNIT ● If Itsted, enter ● If outside AREA SEGMENT A,. Ihes. USE OR CHARACTERISTICS
sheet and line boundary; mark +mx below, (specify Iocatlon)
CLASSIFICATION
number, STOP STOP Table X, end so to q..art.rs for mere OCCUPIED ALL QUARTERS
N - Not a separate unit -
Where ore the.. quarters Io..f.d? Table X, and Household Paz.. item 9, or ffwn .“. group
Do ,hese quart.,. in Add occupants m
continue inter- Probe paze, question I of people?
0. the occupanls of the.. (specify location) hove: this questionnaire.
Enter exoct descrlprio. or Lacotlon,
.ine
view for (as applicable). (specify Iocotlon) q.art.rs
e.g., bosernmr, 2nd floor, rear.
(Complete o seporote
No.
original sample If “r,.,” /Jll live o“d eat with any .athe, Dir.., access Complete kitchc..
un, t.
q.esfJO...!re for
one 1{.. fbr w.p of p.oPl*? f,om th. c.utslde f.clllti.s f.. this
each unrelated person
eoch ~ro.g.. or through .
● If unltsted,




“u Separate unit -
~T interview 0“ a
separate questionnaire.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5 (6) (7) (8) (9)
1
Yes - Go to 9 No
s— L_ ❑ Outside segment boundary Yes NO and circle N Yes No Yes No N HU OT
2
Yes- G0t09 No
S—...— L— ❑ Outside segment boundary Yes No and circle N Yes No Yes No N HU OT
Yes - Go to 9 No
3 s_ L_ ❑ Outside segment boundary Yes No and circle N Yes No Yes No N HU OT
(OTE: Be sure to continue interview for original sample unit.
FOOTNOTES
CARD I CARD C
Under $1,000 (including loss) . . . Group A
$1,000-$ 1,999 . . . . . . . . . .. Group B
$2,000 -$2,999 . . . . . . . . .. Group C
$3,000 -$3,999 . . . . . . . . .. Group D
$4,000 -$4,999 . . . . . . . . .. Group E
$5,000 -$5,999 . . . . . . . . .. Group F
$6,000 -$6,999 . . . . . . . . .. Group G
$7,000-$9,999 . . . . . . . . .. Group H
$10,000–$14,999 . . . . . . . . . . Group I
$15,000-$24,999 . . . . . . . . . . Group J
$25,000 and over . . . . . . . . . . . Group K
Conditions reported for which questions 3a-3e











































Complete questions 11-19 on the Condition page
for these conditions.
A. Gal Istones
B. Any other gal Ibladder trouble




G. Any other liver trouble
H. Diabetes
1. Any disease of the pancreas
J. Ulcer
K. Hernia or rupture
L. A disease of the esophagus
M. Gastritis
N. FREQUENT indigestion






U. Any other bowel trouble
V. Any other intestinal trouble
W. Cancer of the stomach, colon
or rectum




Show detai I in question 3e, Condition page and/or







Missing hand - all or part
Missing arm - all or part
Missing foot - all or part
Missing leg - all or part
Trouble, stiffness or any
deformity of - foot, leg,





Examples of adequate entries far Kind of Iniury for
question 21a, Condition page; and questian 6,
Haspital page.
Fracture, broken
Wound open, puncture, Iacerati on, cut
Dislocation, displacement
Sprain, strain, twisted, pulled ligaments
Contusion, bruise
Concussion
Abrasion, blister, scratch, insect, human or
animal bite
Foreign body in . . .
Burn, scald
Gunshot, shrapnel wounds
“Twisted” ankle, knee; ‘“pulled” ligaments,
tendons, or muscles
Superficial iniury
Rupture of internal organs
Amputation
Sunburn, sunstroke, sun poisoning
Examples of odequate entries far present effects
for questian 21b, Candition page; and question 6,
Hospital page.
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